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TEE EI"I"ECT OF FEEDBACK VARIABI,ES ON ?ERFORMANCE

AI{D ATTfTUDE IN MICROTEACHING

by

I-AIIRIE P. MATN

The purpose of the studyl{as to inve.stigate the relative effecË-

iveness of three modes of giving feedback to trainees on the acquisitÍon

of a síng1e teaching ski11 in a microteaching situation. A second pur-

pose r,7as to determine which of the Ëhree modes of receiving feedback

the trainees preferred and what it was about that particular mode they

valued.

The feedback methods studied were: (a) peer group plus super-

visor; (b) peer group only; and (c) supervisor on1y. The dependant

variable was the teaching ski11 of asking probing questions.

The saurple used in the study consisted of twenty-two randomly

selected students enrolled in the microteaching course during the sunmer

ot L97L. They rvere part of a special sr¡smer teacher training session

ABSTRACT

and all had at least one year of teaching experience.

Trainees participated in a modelling and cueing

they vere given a demonstratíon or model of the desired

given limited practice in identifying cues to which the

be attached.

Traínees then taught a five minute pretest lesson to theír peer

group. They received feedback on that and subsequent lessons in one of

session in which

behavior and

behavior could



the three designated ways. Following the treatments each traínee

taught a post test lesson and compleËed an attitude survey.

The pre and post test lessons vtere compared to determine Ëhe

exËent Ëo which individuals in the three groups differed with respect

to performance change. The attíËude surveys for the three groups vrere

also compared to determine the extent to which the groups differed with

respecË to attitude toward the particular feedback mode they experi-

enced. The Kruskall-I^ia11is One tr^Iay Analysis of Variance tesË was used

ín the analysis.

A trend toward the superíority of supervisor feedback for

increasing the number of probing questions used was shown. Supervisor

feedback was also more effecËive in increasing the variety of probes

than peer group feedback or peer group plus supervisor feedback.

With respect to positive attiÈude toward a particular mode of

feedback, a significant difference at the .05 leve1 in favor of super-

visor feedback was shown. IË \^Ias not possible to tråce the positive

attitude in the supervisor feedback group to any particular contributíng

factor. lË seemed to be a general feeling of satisfacËion for that mode

of feedback.
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In the short períod of less than ten years microteaching has

become a rather widely known technique in teacher educaÈion and educa-

tional research. The questions raised by microteaching, at least at

this point in its evolution, f.ar exceed the answers it has been able

to supply. Dwight Al1en and Kevin Ryan of Stanford University warn

that,

A STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

CHAPTER

T. INIRODUCTION

. microteaching currently has the same promise and the same
danger, that ner¡1y devised research and training Ëechniques have
always had: Ëhe promise of opening entírely ne\¡/ avenues, per-
spectives, and alternatives to human exploration; the danger of
locking in too early on a first alternative which arose purely
out of chance and conveníence.1

The Faculty of Education has recognízed this danger and has made an

attempt Ëo experiment with various modifications of the microteachíng

Process .

The model that was tentatively selected in 1968 was based on

feedback to the Ërainee by a sma1l group of peers plus Èwo supervisors.

Thís modífied version of microËeaching was offered on a vuluntary, non-

crediË basis, to students in the Faculty of Education. Course evalu-

ation questionnaires that were collected from these students indicated

that the experience produced high positive attitude. It had been

1*ign.
Addison-Wes ley

A11en and Kevin Ryan, Microteachíng (Don
Publishing Courpany, Inc., 1969), preface

Mi1ls, Ontario:
p. iii.



assumed that there hTas a correspondingly hígh degree of behavíor change

but there sras no empirical evidence to supporË this assumption.

The present study was designed Ëo provide additional informatíon

about behavior change and attitude as they relate to the model of micro-

teaching used at the Faculty of Education of The University of Manitoba.

II. DEFINIT]ON OF THE PROBLEM

The purpose of this study r¡ras to investigate the relatíve effect-

íveness of several modes of providing feedback for trainees on the

acquisition of a single teaching ski1l. A second purpose \¡las to deter-

mine which of the three modes of receiving feedback the trainees

preferred, and what it was about that particular mode Ëhey valued.

More specifically, the study vzas designed to answer the fo11ow-

ing questions:

(1) I^Ihat effect will each of the three modes of giving feedback

have on the number of probing questions trainees ask in a

five minute microteaching lesson?

(2) What effect \,ri11 each of the three modes of giving feedback

have on the varieËy of probing questions Ërainees ask in a

five minute microteaching lesson?

(3) What modes of receívíng feedback ín a microteaching situ-

ation will the trainees prefer?

(4) What factors of the three modes of feedback do the trainees

value?



Microteaching is based on Ëhe noËion thaË Ërainees can improve

their performance most effectively when they know specifically where

they presently are, and what they have to do to improve. This inform-

atíon is usually provided in a feedback session ímmediately after a

trainee has taughË a lesson.

ITI. IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY

At the Faculty of EducaËion of The University of ManiËoba, feed-

back has usually been provided by seven peers plus a supervísor in a

group setËing.

Davis and Smoot report on a successful program using peers as

studenËs for trainees to teach their lessons to, but no mention is made

of using those peers in the feedback nro"""".2 It seemed v¡orthwhile to

design a sËudy whích employed peers, (a) as students for traínees to

teach their lessons Ëo, and (b) as sources of irurediaËe feedback.

' M"Donald and A11en conducËed a study at Stanford Universíty

which compared several modes of feedback.3 They found that Ërainees

who received supervisor feedback improved significantly more than those

¡,¡ho received f eedback in other \.{ays. In thaË supervisor feedback was

a component in the system of feedback used at the Faculty of Education

of The University of Manitoba, it seemed worthwhile to include it as a

2O, t. Davis and B. R. Smootr'tEffects on the Verbal Teaching
Behavíors of Beginníng Secondary Teacher Candidates ParticipaËion in a

Program of Laboratory Teachingrrr (Paper presented at AERA meeting,
University of Texas, Austín, 1969).

3r. ,. McDonald and D. I^I . A11en, rtTrainíng Effects of Feedback
and Modeling Procedures on Teaching Performancesr" (Stanford University,
School of Educatíon, Unpublished Manuscript, L967).



variable in the study in order to determine the effectiveness of the

current feedback system in relatíon to modes of feedback used elsewhere.

IÈ was thought that the findings of a study of this nature would

help reduce some of the arnbiguity that presently exists concerning the

most effective mode of províding feedback for trainees in a micro-

teaching situation.

Certain terms were used frequently throughout the study and

should be clarífied at thís point.

Probing

ProbÍng is a basic questioning techníque in r¿hích the teacher

requires students to go beyond first ansr¡/er responses. In this study

it r,ras sub-divíded into five categories: (1) The Ëeacher seeks further

clarification by the pupi1. (2) The teacher seeks increased pupil

críËical aT¡rareness. (3) The teacher seeks to refocus the pupil's

response. (4) The teacher prompt,s the pupil. (5) ffre teacher

redirects the question to another pupi1.

Microteachíng

This term refers to a trainíng concept which provides teachers

with a forum for practising Ëechniques of instruction in which the

normal complexitíes of the classroom are reduced, and in which the

teacher receives a great deal of feedback on his performance. The class

size is normally four to eight studenËs and the lesson time is between

f ive and f if teen mínutes . ûn1y one techni'que is dealt r¿iËh at a tíme.

IV. DEFINITION OF TERMS



Pretes t

The pretest

each participant to

Pos t-Tes t

The post-Èest r,ras a five minute lesson taught by each of the

participants to the other members of his peer group.

Feedback

in this study \.{as a fíve minute lesson taught

the other members of his peer group.

Feedback is defined in the dictionary as tra partial reversíon
It

of the effects of a given process to iËs source.r' For the purposes

of this study it referred to a traineers viewing a videotape playback

of his lesson and receiving information about it from: (a) a supervisor

only; (b) peer group members plus a supervisor; or (c) peer group mem-

bers without the presence of a supervisor.

Performance

For this study performance referred directly and specifically to

the task of increasing Ëhe frequency and the variety of probing questions

in a five minute lesson.

by

Attitude

In this studY a

mode of feedback that

It-A . Mirriam Inlebs ter, Webs ter I s

Thomas A11en Ltd., L961), p. 304.

ttitude referred to feelings about a particular

Erainees expressed in an attitude survey.

New Co 1 legia te Díctionary (Toronto:



Lesson

A lesson ín this study vras a five minute exercise in which a

trainee practised the teaching ski11 of asking probing questions. It

did not necessarily have an introducËion, a body, and a conclusion as

lessons in the normal sense do.

Modelling Session

The modelling session as a session at the beginning of the study

in r,¡hich a dmonstration or model of the desired behavior was provided

by the supervisor for a1l trainees.

Gueing

The cueing session r^7as a session at the beginning of the study

in which trainees received practice in identifying salient cues to

which the desired behavior could be attached.

V. ASSI]MPTTONS

Ses s ion

It was assr¡med that changes in performance with regard to probing

kTere attributable, at leasL in some degree, to the treatment given.

It was also assr-med t.hat prior to the study, students had had

approxímately equal experience in analyzing teaching techniques using

vídeotape recorders.

It was riecessary for the auËhor to rate the pre and post video-

tapes without the assistance of an independent Tater. To compensaËe

for this the tapes were each rated twice in different order and at

different times by the author, and discrepancies between ratings were



carefully r/iorked out. It was assr¡med that this meÈhod yielded accuraËe

ratings of pre and post videotapes.

ParËicipants in the study served as pupils for each other in the

practice sessions. Simply by observing others teach they received a

type of feedback that was not considered part of the Ëreatuent; that is,

they had the opportunity to silently compare their performance with

others. It would have been very difficult Ëo eliminate this intervening

variable. Therefore, in that every student had the same opportunity, it

stas assumed the ouËcome of the study r¡/as not affected significantly.

The fíve categories of probing questions were, for conveníence

ín thís study, assr¡med to be equal in quality. The task was simply to

Íncrease the nr:mber and varieËy of probes without regard to a differenti-

ation of quality among the tlpes of probing questions.

VI. LIMITATIONS OF THE STI.IDY

The study was limited in that the sample was drarnm from a group

of sr:unner school students who had Ëaught for at least one year. It may

be that experienced teachers reacË to this type of treatrent differenË1y

than inexperíenced teachers.

A second limitat.ion r^7as that it Tías necessary for Ëhe author Ëo

rate the pre and post videotapes alone. Although it was done carefully,

the danger of personal bias influencing the ratings r¡7as present.

VII. DE],TMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

The study deal

that of probing. The

t with one aspect of basic questioning technique;

findings of this study may not be applicable to



other techniques of instructíon dealt with in mícroteaching.

Out of approximately eighty-five sËudents enrolled in the Micro-

teachíng course only twenty-ttio were used in this study. More groups

or larger groups would have required a research assistant and this was

not possíTrle.

The desígn of the study ís .illustrated diagramatically in

Figure 1.1.

A random sample of twenty-four students was drawn from the eighty-

síx students enrolled in the Microteaching course during the summer of

Lg7L. These twenty-four students hTere randomly divided into three

VIII. DESÏGN OF THE STUDY

experimental groups with eight students in each group. As t\47o studenËs

from one group dropped out at the last minute and there r^ras not enough

time to arrange substitutions, the sample size was reduced to ttùenLy-t\^ro.

Orme carried out a sËudy at San Jose College and found thaË three

or more microteaching sessions were necessary to overcome the 'tfírst-
5

time-on-televísion effectil or the rrcosmetic effect."" In order to

familíarize trainees with the television medium before the sËudy began,

they practised the teaching skí11 of exposition in a microteaching

s itua tion .

The study began with a modelling and cueing session with the

tr.renty-t\,ro participants. They were given written insËructions, verbal

5Michael E. J. Orme, r'The Effects of Modelling and Feedback Vari-
ables on the Acquisition of a Complex Teaching Strate1yr" (Unpublished
manuscript, Stanford University, School of Education, 1966).
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explanatíons, and a video demonstration of Ëhe task they were to work

on (probing questions). They were also given límited practice in

identifying various tyPes of probing questions.

On the following day each trainee taught a fíve minute lesson

using probing quesËions to the other members of his particular group.

The lessons T^7ere videotaped and kepË as a pretest.

A different feedback treatment \,/as used in each of the groups

for the resË of the study. On the last day, each trainee taught another

fíve minute lesson to his peer gloup using probing questions. These

lessons r,./ere also recorded on videotape and kept as a post test. The

post test Ëapes \¡iere compared with the pretest tapes to determine the

increase in the number of probing quesËions used by each trainee.

Each participant then completed a questionnaire to measure the

degree of positive attitude he had toward the particular Ëype of feed-

back he experíenced.

IX. HYPOTHESES TESTED

The following nu11 hypotheses v/ere tested in this study:

(i) The increase between pre and post tesËs in the number of

probing questions used ís noË significanËly different at

the .05 level, between Ëhe three experimenËal groups.

(2) The three experimental groups do not differ signifícantly

at the .05 1evel in degree of positive attitude toward the

mode of feedback they experienced.

In addition to the above hypotheses, answers v/ere sought to



several relaËed questions .

Every probing question asked by every trainee, in both the pre-

test and post-test, was classified accordíng Ëo the five categories of

probing questions. The question asked was: I^Ihat effect \,ri11 each of

the three modes of giving feedback have on Ëhe variety of probing

questions traínees ask in a five minute microteaching lesson?

The atËitude survey r/¡as factored into four parts to determine

the reason for positive atËitude if it existed. The question asked

vras: I.rlhat facËors of the three modes of feedback did the trainees

value?

X. ORGANIZAT]ON OF THE TIIESIS

Chapter II: Revie¡¿ of the related liËerature.

Chapter III: Descriptíon of the sample and Ëhe dependent variable,

procedures for collecting daxa, and procedures for measure-

ment.

11

Chapter IV: Presentation of data and analysis.

Chapter V: Fíndings, conclusions, and reconrnendations

Bibliography
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Since íts inceptíon in 1963, microteaching has become an estab-

lished Ëeacher training procedure in many colleges and universities.

James A" Johnson of Northern lllinois University, in a national survey

of student teaching programs in 1968, cites figures which indicate

that 44 per cent of all teacher education programs use some form of
1

microteaching.- Despite its apparent widespread usage, microteaching

is still considered an innovation in teacher educatíon. Like other

educational innovations, microteachíng has frequently been implemented

without regard to the exisËence of research evidence which validates

its use.

A RNVIEI^I OF THE LITERATURE

CHAPTER TI

This chapter therefore includes a brief history of the develop-

ment of microËeaching and its rationale, a stuItrnary of some of the many

uses of microteaching, a sunmary of the research on the effectiveness

of microteaching, and a review of the literature on feedback variables

ín microteaching.

The idea of microteaching developed at Stanford University in

1963 from an attempt to find a ner,v, more effective inítial traíning

program for pre-intern teachers. The original idea which later developed

lJames A.
grams , 

tr (Doc tora 1

July 1968), p. 56

I. HISTORY OF MICROTEACI{ING

JohnsonrrrA National

.Th""is, 
DeKalb, T11

Survey of Student Teaching Pro-
.: Northern Illinois University,



into microteaching was

The interns vrere asked

ents.

These students r¿ere role playing stereot)æed pupils: slow-poke,
couldnrt-care-Iess, eager, and know-it-a11. The situation was
contrived to provide the interns v¡ith a lesson in humility
designed to impress upon them the need to learn instrucËiona1
techniques. From this extremely artificial situaËion developed
the concept of microteaching.2

The next step vras to have students prepare a short lesson of

their or,m choosing in their subject matter area. Although this proced-

ure vras considered an improvement over the demonstraÊion lesson by the

Stanford School of Education sËaff, it still seemed to lack direction.

Tt was fína11y decided thaË the missing ingredient was a focus on

teaching techniques.

In the sunner of 1963, Horace AuberËine developed the technical

teaching skil1 "Hqw to Begin a Lesson'r as part of research sËudy by
a

Allen and Ryan.' The interns r¡rere insËructed to use this skil1 in their

microteaching lessons and as a result of this experience the practíce of

focusing on one skill at a time evolved and proved to be quite success-

ful. Those involved with microteachíng at Stanford then began develop-

ing additional teaching ski1ls that could be practised in a microteaching

s ituation .

the

to

assignment of a ttdemonstration lesson.rt

teach a simple game to a group of four stud-

13

The teachíng skil1s approach ín microteaching is based on the

and
D.C.

2Jm"" M. Cooper and Dwight trnI . A11en, rtMicroteaching:
Present Statusrr (Eric Clearinghouse on Teacher Education,
, L970), p. 1.

3411.o and Ryan, gp. cit.

His tory
Washíngton,



assumption that by breaking down the complex teaching act into more

easily learned ski11s, the teacher can gradually acquire a repertoíre

of skills to use in the acËual classroom. By building a repertoíre of

skills the teacher is increasing his flexibility and versatility. He

has more Ëeaching techniques aË his conrnand in order to vary his teach-

ing sËy1e to suÍt the studentrs needs or the objectives of the 1"""orr.4

Hamecheck presents evidence which indicates that a flexible

teacher, the one r^rho can adapt his teaching methods, is a more effect-

ive teacher in producing positive student performance and attitude than

a teacher who lacks versatility.5

The following skills are representative of the skí1ls that have

been developed at Stanford University since 1963: stimulus variation,

seË induction, closure, silence and nonverbal cues, reinforcement of

student parËicipation, fluency in asking questions, probing questions,

higher-order questions, divergent questions, recognizing attending

behavior, illustrating and use of examples, lecturing, planned repeti-

tion, and completeness of communication.6 Other universíties and

colleges have used other ski1ls or renamed some of those mentioned.

For example, Iledley and Wood in the Faculty of Education of the Univer-

sity of Manitoba have developed a microteaching format which focuses on

7
exposition, questioning, demonstrating, and discussing.' James Olivero

I4

4coop"r and Allen, op. cit., p. 3.
5Donald Hamecheck, "Characteristics of Good Teachers and Implica-

tions for Teacher EducationrrrPhi Delta Kappan (February, L969), p.343.
6411"n and Ryan,9p. cit., p. 15.
7R. 

". 
Hedley and C. C. trnlood, "A Laboratory in CormnunicaËion

Skills" (Unpublished Manuscript, University of Manitoba, 1970).
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of the Southwestern Co-operative Education Laboratory has employed

skills such as the use of rewards and punishment in the classroom, and

establishing appropriaËe frames of reference, Ín addition to some of

the ski1ls previously mentior,"d.B ït has become increasingly clear

that some systematic methods for identifying appropriate ski1ls needs

to be developed.

As stated earlier, videotaping is not an essential part of the

microËeaching process. In many places microteaching has been carrÍed

out successfully without the use of this equipment.9 Videotape record-

ing is a fril1. However, it is a frill that has substantially furthered

the aims of microteaching. Videotaping has strengthened the microteach-

ing process in trnro'q/ays. First, it has been useful in both developing

and displaying models of the various teaching ski11s. Michael Orme

has clearly demonstrated that perceptual modelling excels over s¡rmbolic

urodelling.10 Teachers perform much better when they see a model Ëhan

when they simply receive instructions concerning the goals of the micro-

teaching session. McDonald and A1len confirm Orme's findings, and Ëhus

II. THE USE OF VIDEOTAPE RECORDERS

8r"*." L. Olivero, Ulgoteaching:
tion (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill
pp. 18-21.

9411"r, and Ryan, se. cit.,
lot"li"h""1 E. J. orme, "The

Variables on the Acquisition of a

Manuscript, Stanford University,

P. 54.

Medium for Improving
Publishing Co., L970)

Effects of Modelling and Feedback
Complex Teaching Strategyrr (Unpublished

School of Education, 1966).

ïns truc-



lend supporÈ to the use of videotape for modelling the teaching

ski11s.11

The second waY

process has been its

dealt with in detail

back variables.

videotape has strengthened

use as a porverful source of

laËer in this chapter under

Not everyone agrees that Ëhere is a well thought out rationale

for mícroteaching. Silberman, for example, discounts the value of

microteaching and states that the reason for its ineffectiveness in

all probability is that

. a pohTerful technology is being used in a mindless r^Iay;
neither the techniques the sËudent teachers practice, nor their
supervisorsr analysis of their videotaped performance are related
to any concept of educat.ion or any theories of teaching or learn-
íng.L2

Other authors disagree rather sErongly with Silberman and some

of their research is cited. Al1en and Clark in 196713 tnd Ryan in
11r

1969-- sLress the point that microteaching is real teaching, albeit

constructed in Ëhe sense that teacher and students work together in a

III. THE RATIONALE FOR MICROTEACHING

AS A TEACHER TRAINTNG TECHNÏQUE

the microteaching

feedback. This ís

the heading of feed-

16

1lf . J. McDonald and D. I^i. Allen, "Training Effects of Feedback
and Modelling Procedures on Training Performance" (Unpublished Manuscript,
Stanford University, School of Education, 1967).

l2charles E. Silberman, Crisis in the Classroom (New York: Random
House, I970)r pp. 457-458.

13o. w. Al1en and w. clark,
High School Journal LI (1967): pp.

14A11un and Ryan, cp. cit.

rrMicro teaching:
75-79.

ILs Rationaler"



practíce siËuation.

teaching by reducing the class size to approximately eighË, by reducíng

lesson time to five or ten minutes and by concentrating on one teaching

skill at a time. Under these conditions the incorporation of the

teaching ski11 into the teacherrs repertoire of skills is enhanced.

Cooper in 1967r15 o11"n and Ryan ín 1969116 "nd Bush in 7g66L7 cited

evidence favoring this aspect of microteaching.

Microteaching reduces the complexíties of normal classroom

Knowledge and information about performance aids the learner

(in this case the teacher) in his acquisition of a teaching skil1. The

iumediate feedback from vídeotape recorders, supervisors, pupils and

colleagues, provide a critique of the lesson which will help the teacher

construcËively modify his behavio..18

Microteaching permits greater control over the traineesr environ-

ment with regard to students, methods of feedback, supervisíon, and

many other manipulatable v"riab1"s.19 McDonald and Allen have demon-

straËed that the teaching behavior of students is modified most effect-

ively when the supervisors and students have clearly ín mind a teaching

T7

15Jr*." M. Cooper, "Developing Specific Teaching Skills Through
Microteachingrrr High School Journal (November, 1967 ), pp. 80-85.

16o11.r, and Ryan, e2. cit.
lTRoburt N. Bush, "Microteaching: Controlled Practice in the

Training of Teachersr" Communication, Vo1. }ILVII] (Ju1y, L966)r pp.20I-207
tSronn M. Meier, "Rationale for and Application of Microtraining

to Improve Teachingrtt Jogrna! of Teacher Education (Summer, 1968),
pp. 145-147.

19411"r, and Ryan, cg. cit
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behavior and their discussíons center around improving this behalrio..20

A11en and Clark make the claim that microteaching provides a low

threat situation in which to practise teaching skil1s, a situation

which should be more conducive to learning than the hígh anxíety 1eve1

exhibited by many beginning teachers when practising in actual class-
2I

rooms.

The experience of those involved r¿ith microteaching in the

Faculty of Education at the University of Manitoba has been that

initially microteachíng is quite threaËening especially when trainees

know their perforrnance is being recorded on videotape. A supportive

aEnosphere must be consciously developed with trainees in order to

create a situation which is conducive to learning.

Since microteaching is not part of the pupils' regular curric-

ulum theír learning is not endangered while a trainee practises his

teaching ski11s. In this sense microteachíng provides a 1ow risk

situation for boËh teacher and pupi1.

None of the cited auËhors looks upon microteaching as a panacea

for the i1ls of teacher education. For example, the problems of class-

room control and discipline have yet to be successfully solved within

a microËeaching format. But the authors are vittually unanimous in

their praise of microteaching as a technique for training teachers to

use some basic teaching ski11s.

20M"Dor,.1d and Allen, cp. cit
21411"n and clark, op. cit.



Mícroteachingr s primary use to date has been for preservice

training of sËudent or intern Ëeachers. This was the original purpose

of microteaching as it developed aË St.anford Universíty. Using the

teach-reteach format, the preservice training has primarily focused on

the acquísition of teaching ski11s.

IV. USES OF MICROTEACHTNG

Although microteaching's greatest use has been aË the preservice

1eve1, increasing interest in this Ëechnique is being generated at Ëhe

in-service 1eve1. Several uses of mícroteaching for in-service teachers

have been suggested. Ward in 1969 reported that fífty-three colleges

and universities had contributed directly to the use of microteaching

techniques for in-service education in their respective sËate".22 fn

addition to this number, there are undoubtedly school districts and

divisions using microteaching without consultation with a college or

univers ity.

t9

A third use of microteaching has been in Peace Corps training.

A large number of Peace Corps volunteers are trained to be teachers.

Since the normal tour of duty is only t$ro yearsr, a condensed teacher

training program is essentíal in order to use the volunteers' time

effectively. It was only natural that the efficiency of mícroteachíng

as a training procedure be explored.

Another fruitful adaptation of microteaching has occurred

recently in counsellor education. tr^Ihi1e at Colorado State Colleoo

22411"r, and Clarkr op. cit., p. B
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A11en lvey and his colleagues developed rrmicrocounsellingrrt a process

whereby trainees systematically practise basic component ski11s of

counse11ing.23 The Ëhree ski11s that have been developed are aËtending

behavior, Rogerian reflectíon of feeling, and summarization of feeling.

trrlhile the microteaching format developed as a teacher training

technique, it also has great utility for the training of supervisors.

Horace Aubertine in L967 conducted a study at l^ihiEnan College, trrialla

Wa1la, ilashington and reported that microteachÍng was vrorthwhile ín

the development of:

. adroítness in utilizíng conceptual models and in analyzíng
Ëhe teaching process with ner¿ insights into the instructional act.
2) Sophistication in intq,rpreting high school pupí1 behavior.
3) Dexterity in selecting and synthesízi-ng relevanË aspects of a
lesson. 4) Expertise in devising and asking probing questions of
the student teacher in order Ëo aid him to ana1-yze his instruct.ion
and create alternatives in it. 5) Facility in human relations,
especially in creating rapport with the student teacher by way of
increased sensitivity to his problems. 6) Capacity to instill and
build confidence within the sËudent teacher.24

MicroËeaching has been used for improving college and university

Êeaching. Hedley and Wood reportíng on a program ca11ed rtln-Service

for University Teachersr" carried out at the University of Manitoba said

that participants felt very positively that the experience was vrorth-

while. The reasons given for thís position r,{ere:

. (a) The experience of seeíng themselves on videotape gave
them a positive sense of self-awareness. (b) The comments and
criticisms by peers vras considered most valuable, and this experience

23411.r, E. Ivey, and others, "Microcounsellíng and Attending
Behavior: An Approach to Practicum Counselor Trainingrrt Counseling
Psychology, Vol. IV (1968, Supplement), pp. I-I2.

24not^." E. Aubertine, "The Use of Microteaching in Trainíng
Supervising Teachersrrr High School Journal LT (November, 7967 ), pp.99-106.

i



of group-interaction \¡/as found to be very supportive. (c) They
became av/are of four basic t.eaching elements. (d) They learned
more abouË teaching techniques and teaching aids. (e) The con-
tact with professors from other díscíplines in this close group
experience r{as very revrarding .25

V. RNSEARCII ON THE EFFECTTVENESS OF MICROTEACHTNG

based studíes rather

literature regardíng

that trmicroteaching

Most of the articles reviewed for this paper v¡ere experientially

unfulfilled: analysis of the changes in student teachersr behavior

indicate that the changes are disappointingly small, and that they Ëend

to wash out fairly quickly."26 Contrary to thís statement by Silberman

than empirical studies. However, some of the

behavioral change is described. Silberman states

is a study reported by Camille Bel1 who was working with Home Economics

teacher trainees at Texas Technological Co1lege. Using a control group

which engaged in student teaching without microteaching and an experi-

mental group which participated in microteaching after theír student

teaching, Be11 tested six nu11 hypotheses:

1. There is no significant gain in the teachíng performance of
sËudent teachers ín the experimental group who were trained in
certain Ëeachíng techniques by microteaching after their sËudent
teaching experience in various schools. (Rejected at .01 1eve1 of
significance . )

is a promising technique, but the promise is as yet

2l

2. There is no significant gain in
Èeachers in the control group whose
tape before and after their student
schools. (Accepted)

25*. ,. Hedley and c. c.
(Unpublished Manuscript, Univers
L97r).

'6rtto.rrnan¡ -9¡.. cit., p.

teaching performance of studenË
teaching rras recorded on video-
teaching experience in various

lloodr trln-Service for
ity of Manitoba, Facul

4s7.

University Teachers, rt

ty of Educatíon,
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3. There is no significant difference in teaching performance of
the student teachers in the experimental group on their first
microteaching lesson and the teaching performance of the student
teachers in the control group on their final mícroteaching lesson.
(AccepËed)

4. There is no significant relationship beÈween certain demographic
variables--agêr socioeconomic sLatus, fatherrs education, G.P.A. of
studenË Ëeachers of both groups--and the improvement in microteaching
performance as evaluated by judges. (Accepted)

5. There is no sígnificant reliability of the evaluations of the
judges. (Coefficient reliability of all raters, .89)

6. There is no significant difference in the Ëraining perfonnance
on the fína1 lessons of Ëhe control and of the experimental groups.
(Rejected at least at the .01 leve1 of signifícance)27

The main conclusion drav¡n by Be11 was that the addition of micro-

teaching to the program of preparing studenË teachers is a relatively

more pol^rerful treatment in contributing to gaíns in Ëeaching effective-

ness than the usual form of preparation provided by pre-service and

student Ëeaching experience.

In another sËudy conducted by Bush at Stanford University in the

suÍtrner of. 1963, sixty teacher education candidates in the Secondary

Education Program vrere randomly divided into two equal groups, half

given the sËandard observation and Ëeacher aid experience, and the other

ha1f, concentrated training in the microteaching clinic. Findings of

the experiment \¡/ere: (1) The microteaching group performed at a higher

1eve1 of teacher competence than the tradítiona11y prepared group.

(2) Performance in the microteaching situation predicted subsequent

27 C^^íI7" 8e11, "A Report of an Investigation of Microteachíng
in the Development of Teaching Performance in Home Economics Education
at Texas Technological Co11êBêr" (Lubbock: School of Home Economics,
Texas Technological Co1lege, August, 1968).
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classroom perfol:rnance. (3) There was a signifícant increase in the

accuracy of candidatest self-perception of teaching performance. (4)

Candidates receiving student appraisal of their effectiveness improved

signÍficantly more than candidates not having access of such feedback.

(5) Traineesr acceptance of microËeaching's value was high. (6) Three

skí1ls subjected to experimental treatment in microteaching produced

significant changes in the traineest perform"n"u.28

tr^Iith reference to the Stanford Sunrner Microteaching Clinic in

L965, Fortune, Cooper, and A1len stated that significant teacher

behavior changes occurred over the six week period. Nine of the fírst

twelve items on the Stanford Teacher Competence Appraisal Guide showed

signifícant (p = .01) mean gain. This rnean gain is indicative of sub-

stantial intern improvement in the items showing change.

A questionnaire designed to evaluate acceptance of microteaching

indicated that less than fifteen per cent of the trainees reported that

the experience was of lítt1e or no value, while sixty per cent of the

interns felt microteaching vras very or extremely va1uabL..29

Berliner ín 7969 surmnarized the major conclusions of a series of

studies on teaching ski1ls and microteaching conducted at the Stanford

center for Research and Development in Teaching. First, contrary to

most generalízatíons about the relatíonship of time delay and feedback

Stanford Sunrner
tion, Vol. XVIII

28Brr"h,

to"Jim c.

op. cit., pp. 20L-207.

Fortune, James M. Cooper and
Microteaching Clinic, 7965 ,tl

(I^linter, 1967) r pp. 384-394.
i

Dwight W. Allen, "The
Journal of Teacher Educa-



for Ëhe modification of behavíor, a series of experiments índícated

that immediacy of the feedback (using videotapes and supervisors) is

not crucial to the acquisition of some behavior. A possible explan-

ation for this phenomenon is that the traineest performance is rein-

stated in his mínd by viewing it on lrideot.p".30

Second, as a result of experiments investigating reinforcement

techniques and probing questions, Berliner concluded that a feedback

system in which a trainee views hís own behavior, wÍth a supervisor

connnenting on his behavior, is a very effective technique for modifying

some teaching behaviors. It seems that Ëhe most significanË aspect of

the supervísor's role r¿as idenËifying the salient behaviors shown on

the videotape and reinforcing both the model's and traineers use of

these behaviors.3l

Third, when a videoËaped model performance demonstrates positive

instances of the desired behavior, rather than a mixture of both posi-

tive and negative, the traineers ability Ëo acquire the skill in a

transfer task is .nhtn".d.32

In this series of experíments it. was found that for some of the

more easily descríbed ski1ls perceptual modelling r.ras unnecessary.

Berlíner recommends that, until such time as a taxonomy outlínes a

classification that will provide information on r¿hich ski11s should be

perceptually modelled and which should not, vídeotaped models as well

24

3OoavLd C. Berliner, trMicroteaching
to Teacher Trainingrtt (Stanford, California
and Development in Teaching, Unpublished.)

3 troru 
.

3'roru.

and Technical Ski11s Approach
: Stanford Center for Research
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as hTriËËen descriptíons of the skill should b. ,r""d.33

Perhaps the most ímportant conclusion from the series of experi-

ments was the indication that teaching behaviors can be described

behaviorally. This means that there is a science to teaching as well

as an art of te.ching.34

Basing its original approach on the technical ski1ls developed

at the Stanford Center for Research and Development in Teaching, the

Far tr^Iest Laboratory for EducaËional Research and Development has devel-

oped an in-service training program ca1led Ëhe 'rminicourse." The mini-

course is defined by Langer (1969) as:

. a product containing instrucLional films, handbooks, and
evaluation forms; the process of microteaching; and an organíza-
tion of product and process knovrn as the instructional sequence.
Using behaviorally stated outcomes and a systematic approach, the
minicourse attempts to bring^çrbout Ëeaching behavior change wíth-
out Ëhe use of a supervisor.J)

early results of the minicourse data indicate a highly signifícant

effective training procedure for teacher behavior modification.

In an experimental training program with preservice elementary

The

and

school teachers at Ëhe University of Connecticut, using microteachíng

and videotape recorders, Goodkind found that the experimental group of

student teachers displayed a greater awareness of specific personal

habits and mannerisms; a greater ardareness and use of specific teach-

ing acts and techníques, particularly of the nonverbal type; greater

35rnrttro Langer, trMinicourse: Theory and Strategy" (Paper
presented at AERA meeting, Far i^Iest Laboratory for Educational Research
and Development, Berkeley, California, February L969).

i

33r¡tu.
'o-rÞ.ig.



ínsight into the activity and inËer-relationships of children within

the classroom; and a greater a\¡rareness of the problems of structuring

and pacing in their educaËiona1 progr"*.36

Another study wíth elementary school teachers was conducted at
j

San Jose State College in the srrrnmer of 1966. The purpose of the

study was to determíne the effectiveness of elemenËary school interns

trained in a sunrner program by a microteaching approach as compared

with interns who received conventional classroom observation and

student teaching experience. Contrary to the results reported by Bush

aË Stanfordr3T the microteaching approach r¡/as noË found to result in

significantly higher ra.tings of Ëeacher effectiveness either immediately

after or a year after training. However, it r^ras concluded that micro-

teaching is an effective training strategy since it achíeved results

sÍmilar to those of convenËional training methods, buË in only one-

fifth the time and r¿ith fewer administrative problems. An incidental

fínding rvas that pretraíning ratings of teaching performances based on

a brief videotaped lesson r¡7ere generally good predictors of laËer ratings

of teacher ef f ecti.r"rr""" .38

26

Another research study using a microteaching format was con-

ducted aË the Teaching Laboratory at the University of Texas in AusËín

36Tho*"" B. Goodkind, 'rAn Evaluation of Effectiveness of the Micro-
teaching Technique in the Trainíng of Elementary School Teachersr" (Paper
presented at AERA meeting, University of Connecticut, Storrs, February,
1968).

37B.r"h, og. cit .

3BInrr."n Kallenback and Meredith D. Ga11, t'The Comparative Effects
of Microteaching and a Conventional Training Program on the Classroom
Performance of Elementary Inter Teachersr" Journal of Educational Research,
(September, 1968): pp. 98-100



Using audio recordings and peers instead of actual students, the study

was designed to yíeld direct evidence of differences in undergraduate

teacher candidatest verbal teaching behaviors.39 The experimenËa1

group Ëaught a lesson, received pupi1, instrucËor, and audíotaped

feedback and then retaughË theír lesson. The control group read and

discussed issues but had no direct experience in teaching. Preceding

and follorvíng the training sessions pretest and post test lessons \¡/ere

taught. Statistically significant differences between the groups \^/ere

obtained for seventeen of twenty-Èwo variables, indicating that verbal

teaching behaviors can be clearly modified using a microteaching format.

VT. FEEDBACK VARTABLES

It has been generally accepted that feedback is desirable in

the process of teacher training. There is considerable disagreement

however as to how much should be given and how it should be dispensed.

ThÍs study deals mostly r¿ith the last ptoblem.

27

Those concerned with microteaching have experimented with a

number of feedback modes. There has been live lesson supervision,

where the supervisor sits in on Ëhe lesson and then gives the trainee

feedback. Students have been asked to fill out questionnaires at the

conclusion of a lesson for the benefit of the trainee who taught them.

Video and audio recording units have been used for self-supervision and

Èhey have also been used in conjunct,ion with supervisor feedback. Other

combinations have been used with varying degrees of effectiveness.

39D"rri" and Smoot, cp. cit



That visual feedback is more effective in producing behavioral

change is more often assumed than tested. Studies which have compared

the two modes of feedback indicate, however, Ëhat visual feedback is

more effectíve in causing change than audio alone. Mulac conducted a

study in lgOA to determine the relaLive pedagogical effectiveness of

videotape and audiotape playback of student speeches for self analysis

in a basic speech "o.rr"..40 The analysis indicated that subjects who

víewed videotapes of their class performances demonstrated significantly

more behavior change in a positive direction than those who listened to

an audioËape playback of their speeches. There was no staËisËical

difference between those who listened to audiotape replays and those

who had no feedback at all.

An interesting contrast to the findings of Mulac ís provided by
4TShively. - He examined the effects on teacher performance and atti-

tudes, oÍ several manípulations of the conditions under which the mícro-

teaching supervisor provided feedback. He used four variables. One

group of trainees received audiotape feedback while another group

received videotape feedback. A third group received live lesson feed-

back in a post lesson conference. The fourËh group received feedback

via the Stanford Teacher Competence Appraisal Guide fil1ed out by each

28

40O. ,. Mulac, trAn Experimental Study of the Relative Pedagogical
EffecËiveness of Videotape and Audiotape Playback of Student Speeches
for Self Analysis in a Basic Speech Courser" (Unpublished Manuscript,
Eastern Míchigan University, Ypsilanti, Michigan, December, 1968).

41r. U. Shively, and others, "The Effect of lutode of Feedback in
Microteachingrt' (Paper presented at the annual meetíng of the American
Educational Research Association, Mínneapolis, 1970)



of the students he taught

Audiotape feedback seemed to be mosË effective and it was highly

valued by the trainees. Videotape feedback was ineffective in producíng

performance change but i¿as hígh1y valued. Feedback from students via

the quesËionnaire was effective ín producing performance change but it

r.ras not valued highly. Live lesson supervision was ineffective and not

valued.

Tuclotan and O1íver conducted a

obtained essentially the same results.

feedback via a questionnaire were effective in changíng performance,

while vídeotape feedback. and live lesson supervision seemed ineffective.

Their findings on attitudes toward the various t¡rpes of feedback are

also basically the same as Shiveley's. Videotape f,eedback was valued

most highly, followed in order by audiotape feedback, student feedback

and supervisor feedback.

At first glance, it r.rould appear thaË the findings of various

researchers is in conflict, but this may not be so.

29

very similar study in 1968 and

IL)
Audiotape feedback and student

One possible explanatíon may lie in the nature of the dependent

variable ín Ëhe studies. Shively and Tuckman 'ç,rere studying a very

specific ski1l in a microteaching situation and r,'¡ere interested in per-

formance change in that one ski1l only. Mulac, however, was measuring

change on a much broader sca1e. Ile cites as his variables, "over all

L?'-8. W. Tuckman and i^I . F.
Teachers as a Function of Source
Vol. LIX (1968)r Fp. 297-30L.

Oliver, rtEf f ectiveness
Journal of Educational

of Feedback to
Psychology,



speech ski11 and bodí1y action, personality, language, and voice
L1

ski1ls." '" Orme found that three or more microteaching sessions were

necessary to overcome the rrfirst-Ëime-on-television effecttt or the

rrcosmetic effect."44 AfËer subjects passed this stage they were able

to focus their attention on specifíc teaching skills and made an

effort to change undesirable behaviors. Videotape recordings acceler-

ated the acquisítion of skills after this initial stage. Stoller also

reports that after a period of attending to aspecËs of physical appear-

ance, subjecËs began to notice their own undesirable behavíors and tried
tL\

to change them.'" Mulac r¡Ias measuring behaviors that a trainee would

focus on ir¡rnediately (cosmetic effect), whereas Tuck¡nan and Oliver and

Shively \¡rere measuring a skill that would not be focused on until the

cosmetic effect Ìzas over.

Perhaps from these studies one could conclude that videotape

feedback ís effective in producing rapid, almost irmnediate change in

some of the grosser aspects of personality such as mannerisms, voice

and appearance, buË ineffective in producing such rapid change ín a

specific behavioral skil1. rf shively and Tuckrnan and oliver had

extended their studies long enough to take the cosmetic effect ínto

account their findings on the effectíveness of videotape probably would

have been more in line with others cited in this chapter.

The other modes of feedback studied by Shively and Tuckman and

30

43".r1"., cp. cit
45r. t. srorler,

tion llith Hospitalized
pp. 158-163.

ttGroup

Patients

t!lt''Orme, gp. cit.

Psychotherapy on Television: An Innova-
,'r American Psychologist, XXIII (I967),



Oliver should not be overlooked. Feedback from the students the

traínee taught'via a questionnaire was effective in producing rapid

change although ít v¡as not valued as highly as videotape or audíotape

feedback.

trIilmot Oliver reported a study done with vocational teachers in

whích some of them received feedback from questionnaires their students

filled out. Others received feedback from questionnaires supervisors

filled out, while some received both student and supervisor feedback.

A control group had no feedback at all. Oliver found sígnificant

differences beËween those groups receiving feedback from students,

either alone or in combinaËion with feedback from supervisors, and

Ëhose who received no feedback. Combined feedback did noË produce any

greater change than student feedback ulor".46 This would seem to lend

support to Shivelyts findings that sËudent feedback is effective in

improving perf ormance .
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Lawroesch found that in the short run student feedback produced

a drop in performance but in the long run there \^/as a significant
.47rISE.

The simplesË and most economical feedback mode is self feedback

wíth videotape. The Ërainee simply views the replay of his lesson and

46"rr*oa F. Oliver, "The Relative Effectiveness of Informational
Feedback About Supervisory and SËudent Teachers trrrith Beginning and
Experienced Vocational Teachersr" (New Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers,
State University, Unpublished thesis, October 1967).

4'*. ,. I-awroesch, and others, t'The Use of Student Feedback in
Teacher Trainingr" (Chícago, fllínois: University of Chicago, Unpub-
lished thesis, 1969) ,

i
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analyzes it. A modification of self feedback is cue discrimination

training before the trainee begins. That is, the trainee ís shown a

tape that demonstrates the desíred behavior and a supervisor poínts

out the specific things he wants the trainee to focus on. Bush showed

empirically that when cueing took place during a modelling session

trainees learned the desired behavior to a significantly greater degree

than those who only saw the mode1. Traínees who did not have cueing

appeared to have no idea of what to look fo..48

McDonald and A1len, with Ëhe assistance of Michael Orrne eompared

modes of feedback ranging from simple self feedback with vídeotape to

supervisor reinforcement with cue díscrimination. They were working

on the specífic ski11 of positive reinforcement in questioning. trrÏhen

the supervisor reinforced the desired behavior when it occurred and

pointed out places it could have been used and vras not, the traineers

performance improved significantly more than with any other mode of
49

feedback.

It would seem that cueing is Ëhe important facËor that makes

the difference, whether it is applied ín self feedþack or supervísor

feedback. Phillip Langer substantiates this in his work with Minicourses

at the Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Develop*urrt.50

4SRobert N. Bush and Dwight W. A11en, rrMicroteaching: Controlled
Practice in the Training of Teachersrrr in James N. Cooper and Thomas Stroud
(eds.) ttMicroteaehing: A Descríptíonrtr (Stanford, California: Stanford
University School of Education, Unpublished, L967).

49f . l. McDonald and D. I^I A11en, cp. cit.
50pti11íp Langerr'rThe Range of Teaching Ski11s That Can Be Changed

By the Minícourse Modelr" (Berkeley, California: Far I^Iest l-aboratory for
Educational Research and Development, Unpublished Manuscript, 1968) .



. Young makes a distinction beEween contingent focusing or cueing

and non-contingent focusing. ConËingent focusing is focusing a traineers

attention on the specific aspects of a teaching skill to be learned at

the same Ëime as it occurs on videotape either from the traineet s per-

formance or from a modelling performance. Non-contingent focusing is

focusing the attention of the teacher on a ski1l but not simultaneously

with the occurrence of the behavior on a videotape performance. Young

found contingent focusing significanËly better than non-contingent

focusing in producing performance 
"h.rrg"".51

Kallenback also found that self feedback was relatively ineffecË-

ive as compared with another's pointing out of salient cues and rein-

forcing the trainee when the desired behavior occutt"d.52

Jensen reports a study in which there hTas no outside cueing or

focusing and yet there rnras a significant improvement in perfor*"rr...53

He did, however, include a step at Ëhe beginning which probably had the

same effect as cue discrimination training. He had his trainees make

self-evaluations and set specific, realistic goals that they would like

to achieve. Perhaps with this background, his trainees were able to

33

5lou'rrid B. Young, "The Effectiveness of Self ïnstrucËion in
Teacher Education Using Modelling and Videotape Feedbackr" (Paper pre-
sented at the American Educational Research Association, 1968).

\t--trlarren Kallenbackr 'rMicroËeaching as a Teaching Methodologyr?l
(Paper presented at a conference on rrlnstructional Methods and Teacher
Behaviorr" Berkeley, California, 1966).

53pr,r1 ti. Jensen, 'tA Study of Self Evaluation Applied to In-
Service Education Including an Annotated Bibliographyr'r (NenmouËh,
Oregon: Teaching Research Dívision, Oregon State System of Higher
Education, Unpublished Manuscrípt, f968) .

i



focus on the salient cues by themselves during the videotape playback.

Rousch reports what seems at fÍrst to be conflicting evidence

about the effectiveness of cueing or focusing. He reports no change

in teacher behavior aLtributable to videotape feedback, even wiLh the

additional input of criËíques and type-scripËs of the teaching session.54

Unfortunately, the author does not describe what the criËiques consÍsted

of. From the context it appears that they were global comments on the

teacherts performance and not the point out of specific behaviors on

the videotape. If in fact this r¿ere the case, this study is another

instance of feedback without specific focusing being ineffectíve in

producing teacher change.

The author of this thesis study has observed, and it has been

pointed out in the literature, that the use of videotape feedback in

combination with supervisor or group contingent focusing sometimes pro-

duces tension in trainees. Several researchers have attempted to explaín

this tension.

34

Níelson says that viewing oneself on videotape is a means of

seeing oneself in interaction with others that is available in no other

way; Ëhus the subject confronts himself ín a toËally new rry.55 Stoller

is more specific. He indicates that this new confrontation is due to

the seleetivity of the videotape. That is I'out of the myríad stimuli

54Rob..t E. Rousch,
Feedbackr'r SRIS Quarterly

55G"th"td Nielson,
Ohio: Howard A1len Inc.,

"Changing Teacher Behavior and Videotape
(Surmner, L969).

Studies in Self Confrontation
Publishers, 7964).

(C1eve1and,



which we by habit íntegrate in accustomed vrays, the videotape captures

and focuses on certaín selected behaviors which we then have to focus

on. Such selectivity is íncreased by the use of the ,oo* ler"."56 He

furËher says Ëhat tension is due to the fact that the action is isolated.

The subject not only focuses on a behavior, but on behavior as separaËed

from the context in which the individual experienced ít.

Hall helps to explain the tension in terms of intimacy. There

are culturally determined distances which people find comfortable in

face to face contact. Thus on videotape one may confronË himself in

much closer proximity than is normal. Thus in a sense a whole ner.ù con-

Ëext is cr."ted.57

Perhaps the clearest explanation of the observed tension r¿ill

come from a consideration of dissonance theory. Nielson defines ít as

the psychological tension produced when the self image or self-concept

and the recorded behavior are noË in agreem"rt.58 Several things may

happen when this discrepancy is pointed out or focused on by the super-

visor or group. The confrontation may lead to behavior change by

35

bringing the subject to a better understanding of hís real self provided

Èhat the message received is not seen as too threatening. If the message

is too threatening the trainee may deny what he sees or is being told or

56r. ,aoltu., "Focused Feedback l^/ith Videotape: Extending the
Grouprs Functionsr'r in G. M. Gozda (ed.), Basic Tnnovations in Group
Psychotherapy and Counselling (Springfield, f11inois, Charles C. Thomas,
1968).

57u. ,. I{a11,

58-_.--Nielson, cp. cit.

The Silent l,aggæ. (New York: Doubleday, 1959)



he may misperceive or distorË iË, or ridicule the source of the dis-

sonance arousing conrnunication.

I{inter, Griffeth and Kolb indicate that individual personality

differences affect the self-confrontation experience. Their research
I

sËudies indicate that subjects with high and low self concepts tend to

acË in accordance wíth their self concept.

the probability of experiencing dissonance.

esting questions concerning the effectiveness of microteaching in pre-

service training as compared with in-service training. Perhaps con-

frontation is less threatening to teachers who haven't had time to build

a high self concept of -their teaching ski11s.

Vídeotape is obvíous1y a very povTerful tool in confronting the

self concept. It is immediate and dírect feedback, and the subjecË is

less like1y to geË tangled up in his reply to discrepant video ínform-

ation. It is diffícu1t to explain things away in the face of videotape

feedback. Similarly the giver of the discrepant and potentially threat-

ening connnunicaËion is less likely to get tangled up in his own emotions

vrhen Ëhe example of Ëhe behavior ís represented visually. The problem

of either the giver or the recipient escaping into a theoretical dis-

cussion of the behavior is minimized with videotape.60 Videotape allows

the individual to almost 1itera1lyrtstand outside himselfil and perhaps

36

A

59

lorrz self concept reduces

This raises some inter-

%inter,JefferyGriffethandDavidKo1b,,fCapacityfor
Self Directionr" Journal of Clinical and Consulting Psychology, XXXTI (f)
(1968)r pp. 35-41.

6orao1r"r , Lg68, cp. cit.



for the fírst Ëíme to see hímself as others see him.

cates that a person must see

a true insight of his

at provides the basis

exact highlighting of minute cues.

after time to shor¿ the trainee what

videoËape therefore limits the various avenues of the trainee to reduce

dissonance and heíghtens

Robinson raises a

or¡m nature.

fo. 
"hungu.61

himself as others see him in order to get

microteaching. tr^lhen videotape f eedback was given f or a particular

behavior, the behavior tended to change rather quickly as compared to

Accurate knowledge of where one is

Vídeotape a1lows for constant

An incident may be played time

verbal feedback. Tn fact the change rtas so immediaËe that

37

Nielson indi-

suggests Ëhat behavioral changes preceded changes in self

Staines saYS,

the probability of behavioral change.

the supervisor means. The use of

question with interesËing implications for

. it is interestíng to note that such studies are all in the
realm of non-attitudinal changes. IË stil1 remains to be seen
whether permanent changes can be wrought without changing the self
concept itself. -The weight of evídence would seem to índicate a

negative tn"rut.63

step further to cast doubt on the effecËiveness of videotape feedback

Claus would seem to agree with Staínes and Robinson but she goes

62"-Margaret B. Robinson, t'Effects of videotape Feedback versus
Discussion Session Feedback on Group Interaction Self Awareness, and

Behavioral Change Among Group Psychotherapy ParticipanLsr'r (University of
Southern California, Unpublished docËoral dissertation, 1968).

61-_ .--Nielson, pp. cit.

63Gtth"t

Conrnunication,rl
474.

the author
62concept..

L. Staines,
Journal of

'rA Comparison of Approaches to Therapeutic
Counseling Psychology XVI (5) (L969), pp. 405-



ín producing lasting change in more complex behavior. She concludes

from her research that although teachers learned a gíven behavior

raÈher we11, they were unable to generalize that learned behavior to

a ner^r situation. Similarly as regards more complex behavior, Claus

has found that on a technique such as the use of higher order quesËions,

the feedback was not sígnificantly effective.64 Perhaps a more complex

task requíres a change in self concepË first and therefore a much longer

time period would have to be considered. If Claus had taken a measure

three to six months after the completion of Ëhe study perhaps she would

have found desirable behavior change in the area of higher order

questions.

The whole area of transferability of skills and learning curves

requires much more research. McDonald, A1len, and Orme speculaËe Ehat

although rapid behavior changes take p1ace, the learned behavior prob-

ably follows the usual learning curve and diminishes as a function of
6s

time.

38

The overall conclusion from the literature reviewed ís that

videotape feedback accompanied with contíngent focusing ís the most

powerful means of giving feedback. Student feedback also seems to be

64Krr.n E. C1aus, "Effects of Modeling and Feedback Treatments
on the Development of Teacherst questioning Skills: Technical Report
No. 6r" (Stanford, California: Stanford Center for Research and Develop-
ment in Teaching, Unpublished Manuscript, June, 1969).

6tr. ,. McDonald, D. w. Al1en and M. E. orme, "Effect of Self
Evaluatíon and Social Reinforcement on the Acquisition of a Teaching
Behaviorr'r (Paper presented at the American Educational Research Associ-
ation Convention, February, L966).

-ì



a strong change producíng facËor. It would seem that confrontation

to be successful, however, should be done in a situation where the

subject feels basically secure, is not threatened more than he can

handle, where he can Ërust the supervisor, and feels that the other

understands and has positive regard for him.

39



subjects employed in this study rtere a random sample of twenty-

Ëwo of the students enrolled in microteaching during the sunrner of

L971. They were participants in a special summer session which met for

twelve r¿eeks the first suÍìner and for six weeks in each of two subse-

quent stunmers. BeËween suÍtrners they taught in the Manitoba public

school system. They were required to take thirty hours of microteach-

ing in the second summêr which meant that all participants in Ëhe study

had at least one year of teaching experience.

To ensure randomness, the eighty-six students enrolled were

CHAPTER IÏI

RESEARCH PROCEDURES

I. DESCR]PTTON OF T}IE SAMPLE

divided into ten groups using a table of random numbers. The ten groups

were then numbered and three of the numbers were randomly drawn. The

three grouPs so chosen \^/ere Ëhe experimental groups.

No attempt was made to stratify the sample on the basis of sub-

jects taught, grade 1eve1s taught, alêt years of experience, or academic

and professional qualificatíons .

The dependant variable used

is a basic questioning techníque in

to go beyond first-answer responses

pupil participation is desired and

II. TI{E DEPENDANT VARIABLE

in this study is termed Probíng. ft

which the teacher requires students

. Tt is most appropriately used when

is des,i8ned to enhance the quality of



such participation. Once the pupil has responded by means of a

question, conìment, or answer, the teacher may probe this response by

means of one or more probing techniques. These caËegories of probing

are termed: clarification, critical ar^/areness, refocus, prompt, and

redirect. These categories will be explained in more detail under

procedures for measurement.

ITI. PROCEDURES FOR COLLECTING DATA

Michael Orme presents evídence to suggest that students are not

able to concentrate on specific techniques when watching a videotape

of themselves until they have had time to become accustomed to seeing

what they look like on television.t ,r, order to famíliarLze subjects

with the medium, they were given opportunity to practice a different

technique (exposition), employing videotape playbacks prior to the

cofitrnencement of the study.

Modelling and Cueing

41

Following Ëhe sessions to acquaint subjects with themselves on

videotape, all subjects attended the same modelling and cueing session.

Probing was explained ín detail and a model or demonstration of probing

was provided by the instructor. The demonstration was videoËaped and

subjecËs were given limited practice in identifying probes during its

replay. They were given printed material on probing to reinforce the

1or*", cp. cit.
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verbal explanation of the technique. Their Ëask was then explained

to them. Tt was: (a) to increase the frequency of probes, and (b) to

strive for a greater variety of probes. They then received Ínstruc-

tions regarding the preparation of a five minute lesson (sufficient

length for an adequate number of the desired responses to occur).

This five minute lesson was used as the pretest.

The Pret.es t

Subjects were allowed to choose their own topíc, but were

cautioned to choose something that anyone could respond to.

The pretest lessons were five minutes in length and were taught

to the other members of the peer group. In all groups the order of

presentatíon was randomized by drawing numbers.

All lessons were videotaped and later rated by the writer.

Treatments

After the preËest, the procedure was different in each of the

three groups.

Group I - Supervisor Plus Peer Group Feedback

Following the completion of all pretest lessons, feedback was

given to trainees in the same order as the lessons were taught. The

procedure followed in group one is shown in Table 3.1. Feedback took

the form of a group discussion, in which the supervisor partícipated.

The supervisorrs specific role \"zas to lead the group in the feedback

process by encouraging group members to identify and comment on good

probes when they occurred, to identify points at which probing could

i



PEER GROUP PLUS SUPERVISOR FEEDBACK (GROUP ])

I
One hour session
(approx. )

DAY

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURE

TABLE 3.1

Modelling and Cueing
(conrnon to all three
groups )

ACTIVITY

2
One hour session
(approx. )

43

Three twenty-five
minute sessions

DESCRIPT]ON

Probing was explained.
Printed matter on
probing r¿as distríb-
uted. A model of
probing technique was
given by the super-
visor. Trainees were
given limited practice
i-n identifying probes .

Supervisor explained
his expectatíons of the
participants .

Each trainee taught a
five minute lesson to
the other seven members
of his peer group.
T-essons were videotaped
for feedback and rating
Purposes.

Three of the traínees
were each given twenty-
f,ive minutes of feed-
back by peer group mem-
bers and the supervisor.
Feedback was given in a
group setting during
Ëhe replay of the video-
Ëape lessons.

The remaining five
trainees r¡ere each given
twenty-five minutes of
feedback in a group set-
ting by the peer group
and the supervisor.
Feedback was based on
the replay of the video-
taped lessons.

Teach (pretest)

3
Five twenty-five
minute sessions

Feedback

Feedback

CONTINUED



4
One hour session
(approx. )

DAY

TABLE 3.1

(coNTTNUED)

Three twenËy-five
minute sessions

ACTIVITY

Reteach - 1

5
Five twenty-five
minute sessíons

Feedback

44

Each trainee re-taught
his five minute lesson
ÈÐ Ëhe other seven mem-
bers of his peer group.
tessons were videotaped
for feedback purposes.

Three of the trainees
received twenty-five
ninutes of feedback
each from the peer
group and the super-
visor. Feedback was
based on the replay of
Ëhe videotaped lessons .

The remaining five
Ë.rainees were each given
twenty-five minutes of
feedback from the peer
group and the super-
visors. Feedback was
again based on the video-
Ëapes of their lessons.

Each trainee re-taught
hís five minute lesson
Ëo the other seven mem-
bers of the group.
I-essons vrere videotaped
for rating purposes.

A quesËionnaire \^/as com-
pleted by every particí-
pant in the study.

DESCRTPTION

6

One hour session
(approx. )

Feedback

Half hour session
(approx. )

Reteach - 2
(pos t- tes t )

Attitude
survey



have taken place and did not, and Eo suggest ways of increasing the

variety of probing questions. The supervisor assisted in this process

when the group seemed to be missing important points of feedback. The

supervisor also encouraged the group to give the teacher (trainee)

feedback concerning the effect of his behavior on their feelings.

Following the pretest, in the same tI"Io hour session, three of

the t.rainees rrere given feedback on their videotaped pretest lessons.

The remaining five traínees received their feedback the following day.

On day four each member of the group taught another five minute

lesson to the rest of the group. They vrere encouraged to keep the same

basic subject material and concenËrate on ímproving probing techniques.

Lessons were again videotaped for feedback purposes. During the

remaínder of the session on day four and the day five session each

trainee received feedback on his lesson.

On day six each trainee taught another five mínute lesson which

was videotaped and later raEed by the author as the post test.

Group 2 - Peer Group Feedback

45

The procedure followed in group tr,¡o is shown in Table 3.2. Feed-

back in this group took the form of a group discussion based on the

vÍdeotape replay of the pretest lesson. In addítion to the instructions

given to GroUp 1, Group 2 members \^7ere encouraged to help each other

improve their probíng by providing as much feedback for one another as

possible within the tr,¡enty-five mínute tíme allotted. They were encour-

aged to identify and comment on good probes when they occurred, to

1



DAY

1

One hour session
(approx. )

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURE

PEER GROUP FEEDBACK (GROUP 2)

TABLE 3.2

ACTIVTTY

2
One hour session
(approx. )

Modellíng and Cueing
(common to all three
groups )

Tr^ro t\,rentY-five
minute sessions

46

Probing was explained.
Printed matter on probing
was distributed. A model
of probíng technique T^ras

given by the supervisor.
Trainees vrere given 1im-
ited practice in identify-
ing probes. Supervision
explained his expectations
of the participants.

Each trainee taught a five
minute lesson to the other
five members of his peer
group. Lessons \.^7ere video-
taped for.feedback and
rating purposes.

T\¿o of the trainees r¡/ere
each given twenty-five
minutes of feedback by
peers in a group setting.
Feedback was based on the
videotape replay of their
lessons .

The remaining four trainees
were each given twenty-five
mÍnutes of feedback, based
on the videotape replay of
their lessons.

Each trainee re-taught hís
five minute lesson to the
other five members of his
peer group. Lessons rvere
vídeotaped for feedback
purposes.

Teach (pretest)

DESCRIPTÏON

3
Four twenty-five
minute sessions

Feedback

4
One hour session
(approx. )

Feedback

ReËeach

... CONT]NUED



4
Two ÈI,IenËy-five
minute sessions

DAY

TABLE 3.2
(co}{IÏNUED)

5
Four tvrenty-five
minute sessions

ACTIVITY

Feedback

6
One hour session
(approx. )

47

Two of Ëhe trainees \^rere
each given twenty-five
minutes of feedback by
the peer group, based on
the videotape replay of
their lessons.

The remaíning four traín-
ees r¡Iere each given twenty-
five minutes of feedback
by the peer group, based
on the videotape replay of
their lessons.

Feedback

DESCRIPTION

Half hour sessíon
(approx. )

Reteach
(pos t- tes t )

Attítude
survey

Each trainee re-taught hís
five minute lesson to the
other five members of hÍs
peer group. Lessons were
videotaped for rating
purposes.

A quest.ionnaire \,^7as com-
pleted by every partici-
pant in the study.
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identífy points at which probing could have taken place and did not

and Ëo make suggestions to improve the variety of probing questions.

Group members r,rere also encouraged to give effecËive feedback to each

other when it seemed appropriate.

The operator of the vídeo-recorder was instructed to stop the

playback whenever someone in the group indicated that he/she wanted to

make a comment on the lesson. A maximum time of twenty-five minutes

was allowed for feedback on each lesson.

Following the pretest, in the same.two hour session, two of the

Ërainees were given feedback. The remaining four subjects receÍved

theír feedback in a two hour session the following day.

On day four each member of the group taught another five minute

lesson to the rest of the group. As in Group 1, they were encouraged to

keep the same basic subject material and concentrate on improvíng probing

techniques. Lessons were again videoËaped for feedback purposes.

Duríng the remainder of the session on day four and Ëhe two hour

session on day five each subject received twenty-five minutes of feed-

back on his lesson.

On day six each traínee re-taught his five minute lesson. The

lessons were videotaped and later rated by the author as the post test.

Group 3 - Supervisor

Group three trainees

the same liray as the other two

supervisor later the same daY

based on the replay of their

Group three is shown in Table

Feedback

taught their five minute pretest lesson in

groups. They then meË privately wíth the

for a fifteen minute feedback session

pretest lessons. The procedure followed in

3.3.



DAY

1

One hour session
(approx. )

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURE

SUPERVISOR FEEDBACK (GROUP 3)

TABLE 3.3

ACT]VITY

Modelling and Cueing
(conrnon to all three
groups )

3

One hour session
(approx. )
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Probing was explained.
Printed matter on prob-
ing was distributed. A
model of probing tech-
nique r¡ras given by the
supervisor. Trainees
were given limited prac-
tice in identifying
probes. Supervisor
explained his expecta-
tions of the parËicipants.

Thís group received no
peer group feedback,
therefore the time spent
in group sessions was
reduced.

Each trainee taught a
five minute lesson to
the other seven members
of his peer group.
Lessons were videotaped
for feedback and rating
PurPoses .

Trainees met individually
with the supervisor for
a fifteen minute feed-
back session later the
same day. Feedback was
based on the videotape
replay of their lessons.

No meeting

DESCRIPTION

Eight fifteen
minute sessions

Teach (pretest)

Eeedback

. CONTINUED



4
One hour session
(approx. )

DAY

TABLE 3.3

(coNrrNUED)

5
One hour session
(approx. )

ACTIV]TY

Reteach - 1

Eight fífteen
minute sessions

Reteach - 2

50

6
One hour session
(approx. )

DESCRÏPTION

Each trainee re-taught
hís five minute lesson
to Ëhe other seven mem-
bers of his peer group.
Lessons ¡vere videotaped
for feedback purposes.

Each traínee again re-
taught hís five minute
lesson to his peer group.
It was videotaped for
feedback purposes.

Trainees met individually
with the supervisor later
the same day for the las t
feedback session before
the post tesË. Feedback
was based on replay of
the videotaped lesson.

Each trainee re-taught
his fíve minute lesson to
the peer group. ft was
videoËaped for rating
purposes .

A questionnaire \,/as com-
pleted by every partici-
pant in the study.

Feedback

Half hour session

Reteach - 3

Attitude
survey



The supervísor reínforced desired responses when they occurred,

ídentified sa1íent cues to which the desired behavior could be attached,

made suggestions about variations in the form of the desired behavior,

and pointed out the effect of the subject's behavior on his pupils.

Fotlowing the feedback session wiËh the supervisor, subjects

were instructed to re-plan their lessons for the next taping session

(reteach - 1). Although they were given the option of preparing new

lessons, they vrere encouraged Ëo retain the same basic subject matter

whenever possible and attend to improvemenLs in probing technique.

Reteach - 1 was videoËaped and the replay served as the basis for

another fifteen minute feedback session with the supervisor for each

trainee. Reteach - 2 and the third feedback session preceded reËeach - 3

whích was videotaped and later rated as the post test. There was a one

day lapse between each of the lessons the students taught. All lessons

rnrere taught to the other seven members of the peer group.

51

I,trhen the post test lessons rrere completed, the three groups were

brought together and given an attitude survey to complete. The survey

vras designed to determine which type of feedback was preferred by the

subjects. More specifically, it was designed to give inforrnation con-

cerning what they liked about their particular mode of feedback. A copy

of the survey ís included in the Appendix.

Videotapes of lessons designated as pretest and post test r¡/ere

subjected to the following analysis. The total number of probing

ÏV PROCEDURES FOR I4EASURE}4ENT
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questions asked by each subject during the preËest lesson was recorded.

Individual toËals rrere suÍrmed to gíve the total number of probing

questions asked by each grouP in the pretest. The same procedure was

followed Ëo arrive at group totals for the post test.

The group totals from the pre and post tests r.{ere compared by

using the Kruskal-tr^Iallis One-Way Analysis of Variance by Ranks statis-
)

tic.- This was to determine whether the indivíduals in the three groups

r¿ere from different populations. Sample values differed somewhat and

the question was vhether they represented mere chance variations such

as are to be expected among several randqm samples from the same popu-

laËion.

The Kruskal-Wa11is technique tests the hypothesis thaË the

samples eame from the same population or from identical populaËions with

respect to averages.

The test assumes
a

conËinuous distribution.'

ment as well as the other

ordinal sca1e.

Compared vrith the most poüIerful paratmetric test, the F test,

under conditions where the assumptions associated with the statistical

model of the F test are met, 'tthe Kruskal-tr^Iallis test has asymptotic

efficiency ofå = 95.5 per cent."4 Siegel, in his book on non-parametric
II

that the variable under study has an underlying

The variable under study here met that require-

requírement that the data be in at least the

?-Sydney Siegel
Sciences, (New York:

3_...Iblcl .

, Non-parametric Statistics for the Behavioral
McGrarv-Hi11 Book Company, Inc., 1956): PP. 184-193

lt'rbid .



statístícs, claims that the Kruskal-I^Ia11is test is more eff icienË than

other measures because it uses more of the information in the observ-

atíon. It preserves the magnitude of the scores and therefore ís

usually more sensitive to dífferences among Ëhe k samples of ".ot"".5
The probes used by each individual were further analyzed to

determine whether the treatments had an effect on the variety of prob-

ing quesËions that were asked.

Michael Orme of Indiãna University has identified five types of

probing questions.6 They are:

Category I

The teacher seeks further clarification by the pupil. For

the teacher asks the pupil for more informatiorÌ or more meaning.

Category ÏÏ

The teacher seeks increased pupil critical ar¡/areness. For

the teacher requires the pupil to rationally jusËify his res-

examp 1e,

examp 1e,

ponses.
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The teacher seeks to refocus the pupilts response. For example,

if a pupil has given a complete ansr¿er it may seem unnecessary to probe

ít, however the leacher may refocus his, or t.he class¡s attention on a

related issue.

Category ILI

5_. ..lbad.

6
ì4.i chae 1

Varíab1es on the
graphed, Stanford

E. J. Orme, t'The Ef f ects
Acquisition of a Complex
UniversiËy, 1966), p. 9

of Modelling and Feedback
Teaching Strategyr" (mimeo-



Category fV

The teacher prompts the pupi1. For example, the teacher may

províde a hínt, to help the pupíl go on and answer the question.

Category V

The teacher redírects the interaction. Although thís ís not a

probíng technique per se, iË helps Ëhe teacher bring other students

into the díscussion quickly whíle stí11 using the probing techniques.

The teacher merely changes the direction of the interaction from him-

self and pupÍ1 one, to himself and pupil two.

Videotapes of the pretest and post test lessons were analyzed

by the author to determine the number of probes ín each category. Each

lesson was reviewed twice at different times and in different order and

discrepancies between ratings were carefully worked out.

Once the data had been thus classified it was possible to get

group totals for each category of probing questions, f.or both the pre-

test and post test lessons. It seemed most appropriate to simply com-

pare the percentage increase or decrease in each category between the

pretest lessons and the post test lessons, which would give an indica-

tion of the degree of shift torøard asking a better variety of probing

ques tions .

The scores on the attitude survey r¡zere compared by using the

Kruskal-Wallis One-l^lay Analysis of Varíance by Rank test. This was to

determine the extent to which indivíduals in the three grouPs differed

with respect to atLitude toward the particular mode of feedback they

experienced.
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The attitude test was further analyzed to determine why train-

ees valued their particular mode of feedback.

Four major reasons were explored as to why a student may approve

of hís method of receiving feedback. These were called Factors A, B, C,

and D.

A. He may perceive that his skil1 ín asking probing quesËions

had improved and consequently feel good.

B. He may feel that he had acquired new knowledge and value the

acquísitíon of it.

C. He may simply have enjoyed the social aspects of working in

a small group

D. He may approve of his method of receiving feedback because

his self confidence improved somewhat as a resulË of it.

Positive attitude toward a particular type of feedback was assumed to be

due to one or a combination of the above reasons.

The survey consisted of t\,üenty-one items; f ive for each of the

four categories above, and one general item. Respondents \"7ere asked to

agree or disagree with the items on a fíve poini scale. Values from one

to five T,rere assigned to the five points on the scale to facilitate

scoring. SËrongly agree r,^ras scored as 5; agree was worth 4; undecided

was 3; disagree was scored 2; and sËrongly disagree was given a value

of 1. For negative items the values T¡Iere reserved.

ft seemed most aPpropriate to ar'a1-yze the survey by lookíng for

trends with respect to group means for the total survey as compaled to
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group means for the four parts. Group means for individual items were

also considered.

The aËËitude survey is included in the Appendix.

j
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It is the purpose of this chapËer to (1) briefly review the

basic purpose of Ëhe study; (2) examine the results of the Kruskal-

¡Iallis One-I.{ay Analysís of Variance test on the total number of probing

guestions used by the traínees; (3) examine the effect of the treat-

ments on the variety of probing questions used; (4) examine the

results of the Kruskal-Inlallis test on the attitudes of the trainees

tor,rard the Ëype of feedback they experienced; and (5) to revievr the

information obtained abouË the reasons why trainees preferred certain

modes of feedback.

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF TIIE DATA

CHAPTER IV

The primary objective of the study was to obtain answers to

several basic questions about the microteaching process as it exists in

the Faculty of Education at the University of Manitoba. From among the

questíons that are being asked about microteaching, several have been

specified in this study Ëhat have to do r"¡íth the feedback process in

relation to the technique of asking probing questions. An atËempt v/as

made to determine which of three modes of giving feedback to trainees

r¡ras most effective in producíng positíve behavior change, and whích r¿as

most valued by the trainees. An aËtempt was also made to determine why

trainees preferred a particular mode of feedback. The three types of

f eedback !,rere as f o1lows:

Group 1 - Supervisor

Group2-Peergroup

Group 3 - Supervisor

plus peer group feedback,

feedback on1y,

feedback only.



Ï. ANALYSTS OF PERFOR}{ANCE CHANGE

Findings Related to the Frequency of Probes Used

The hypothesis being tested r¡ras that the increase between pre-

test and post test in the number of probing questions used is not.

significanËly different, at the 0.5 leve1, among the three experimental

groups.

The videotape of each five minute lesson for the pretesË rn¡as

analyzed by the author. The total number of probing questions asked

by each trainee r¡7as recorded as in Table 4.1.

Table 4.2 shorvs the daËa collected in the same lray from the

posf test.

Table 4.3 shows the difference between the pretest and post

test in the mrmber of probing questions each traínee used. It also

shows the rank order of the magnitude of indivídua1 increases. The

Kruskal-Wal1ís One-Iniay Analysis of Variance by Ranks Test was used to

determine whether the increases found in the three groups vrere differ-

ent enough that they were not 1ike1y to have come from samples which

5B

were all drawn from the same population.

The statístic used was defined by the formula,

H= 12 k

N(N+i) Z *Í2 - 3(N+1)
a=l

nj

where k is the number of samples, Nj is the number of cases

sample, N is the number of cases in all samples combined, *j

of ranks in the ¡th "t*ple 
(Column). To correct for ties in

computed by the above formula and then divided by,

.Ëhrn Ene J

ís Ëhe sum

rank, H was



PRETEST: TOTAL NUMBER OF PROBTNG QUESTTONS USED

Trainee 1

Trainee 2

Trainee 3

Trainee 4

Trainee 5

Trainee 6

Traínee 7

Trainee B

TABLE 4.7

Group 1

N=8

9

9

10

6

7

6

B

11

s9

Group 2

N=6

Total

8

6

B

7

5

4

Group 3

N=8

7

7

9

7

7

5

8

6

66 3B 56



POST TEST: TOTAL NUMBER OF PROBING QUESTÏONS USED

Trainee I

Trainee 2

Trainee 3

Trainee 4

Trainee 5

Trainee 6

Trainee 7

Traínee B

TABLE 4.2

Group 1

N=8

60

13

15

L4

L2

10

t2

11

L9

Group 2

N= 6

Total

7

9

B

11

10

9

Group 3

N=B

106

15

13

L6

10

9

10

20

13

54 106



TABLE 4.3

DIFFERENCES BETI^JEEN PRETEST AND POST TEST IN THE NUMBER OF PROBÏNG

QUESTIONS USED, AND RANK ORDER OF MAGNTTUDE OF DIFFERENCES

Trainee 1

Trainee 2

Trainee 3

Trainee 4

Trainee 5

Trainee 6

Trainee 7

Trainee B

Difference Rank

Group 1

9.0

15 .5

9.0

15 .5

5.5

15 .5

5.5

20.5

Difference Rank

Group 2

6T

Total

-1

3

0

4

5

5

1.0

5.5

2.0

9.0

12.0

t2.o

Difference Rank

Group 3

40 96.0

B

6

7

3

2

5

T2

7

20.5

15 .5

18.5

5.5

3.0

t2.0

22.0

18.5

16 4L.5 50 115.5



1-U r

where T = t3 - t when Ë is Ëhe number of tied observations in a tied

group of scores, and N ís the number of observations in all k samples

1together.- The tÍes are shown in Table 4.4.

TABLE 4.4

TIED RANKS

n3- n

RANK

t

T

5.5

4

60

9.0

From the computation of the above formula iË was determined that

the value of H was 4.68 . Reference to a Chi Square table disclosed Ëhat

the probability of a value as large as H = 4.68, df = 2, is p (.10.

Since this probability is larger than the previously set level of signí-

ficance, p = .05, the decision was to accept the nul1 hypothesis.

Although a signifícant difference r..ias not shown, a definite trend toward

Ëhe superiority of supervisor feedback was noticed.

3

24

62

L2.0

3

24

15 .5

4

60

18.5

Findings

The question being asked was: What effect did Ëhe three modes

of feedback have on the variety of probing questíons used by the trainees?

2

6

20.5

Related to

TOTAL

2

6 180

the Variety of Probing QuestÍons Used

13i"g.1, gp. cit., p. 18B.
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IË was decided thaË in view of the nature of the study and in

vier^i of the nature of the data, it would be best Ëo presenË the data

relating to this question and simply anaLyze it descriptively.

The videotapes of the pretest lesson r¿ere analyzed by the

author, aåd each probing question asked was placed in one of the five

probing categories. The post test videoÈapes r¡/ere likewise classified.

A comparison of the distríbution of probes for both pretest and post

test are shov¡n in Tables 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7.

Usíng the data in the above tables, the Percentage

in each category was computed. This is presented in Table

CATEGORY

TABLE 4.8

PERCENTAGE OF PROBES TN EACH CATEGORY: PRETEST

GROUP

1

2

3

39.39%

36.84

35.71

The distribution of probes among Ëhe fíve categories r¡7as very

uneven in the pretest but this was expected. No predictions were made

as to which categories would be heavily used, but in every group caLe-

gories one (clarification) and five (redirect), accounted for mosË of

6.067"

10.53

r.79

of

4.8

probes

4.5s%

7 .90

r.79

7 .58/"

13 .16

B .93

42.42%

31 .58

51.79

TOTAL

100.00%

100 .0 1

100 .01
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the probes; 81.81 per cent in the peer plus supervisor feedback group,

68.42 per cent in peer feedback group, and 87.50 per cent in Ëhe

supervisor feedback group. There vTas a noticeable difference between

the three groups in category five (redirecË) and smaller differences

in caËegories two (critical awareness), three (refocus), and four

(prornpts). These initial differences are illustrated by a histogram

in Figure 4.1.

It was assumed that the initial difference in distribution

among groups did not lirnit Ëhe potential for shift in the post test.

One of the goals identified for the trainees in the modelling

and cueing session r,¡as.to increase the variety of probing questions

they used. Therefore, a shift toward a more even distribuLion across

the five categories vras expected. Table 4.9 shows the percentage of

probes in each caËegory in the post test.

TABLE 4.9

PERCENTAGE OF PROBES IN EACH CATEGORY: POST TEST

CATEGORY

GROUP

1

2

3

s7 .ss%

44.44

48.11

72.26%

12.96

T3.2L

3.777.

0.00

L2.26

4.72%

5.56

8.49

2t.70%

37 .04

17 .93

TOTAL

100.00%

100.00

100.00
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The data presented in Table 4.9 is shovm graphically in

Fígure 4.2, and il1usËrates the similarities and differences between

the three groups in relation to the distribution of probes among the

five caËegories in the posË Ëest.

Figure 4.3 shows a comparison of the distríbution of probes

among the five categories in the pretest and posË test.

The daËa thus presented were analyzed one group at a time.

Group 1 - Peer Group Plus Supervisor Feedback

In the pretest, categories one (clarification) and five

(redirect), accounted for 81.81 per cenË of the probing questions

used. This figure was expected to decrease, with the other three

caËegories increasing proportionately. Category five (redirect) did

indeed decrease by 20.72 per cent, but what r^ras lost from category

five was picked up by the clarification category (18.16 per cent) so

that the trwo categories in the post test still accounted f.or 79.25

per cent of the probes used.

69

This shift does, however, indicate a change in approach to

asking probing questions. Category fíve represented the redirection

of a question from one pupíl to another pupi1. Category one repre-

sented tye Ëype of probíng question where Ëhe Ëeacher asked for more

information, more meaníng, or clarification. Group one trainees r,,rere

switching from pupil to pupil less in the post test, and were seeking

more ínformation, meaning or clarifícation from the pupils.

There i¡zas an increase of 6.20 per cent ín the proportion of

questions asking for critical awareness (category two). There r¡/as a
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decrease of .78 per cent in the proportion of refocus questions

(category Ëhree) used ín the posË tesL, and a decrease of 2.86 per

cent in the proportion of prompts (category four) used. The total

shift, ¡qithout regard to direction was 48.72 per cent" This is shown

in Table 4.LO .

TABLE 4.IO

PERCENTAGE CIIANGE IN DISTRIBUTION OF PROBES AMONG CATEGORIES

BETWEEN PRETEST AND POST TEST

GROUP 1 - SUPERVISOR PLUS PEER GROUP FEEDBACK

CATEGORYL234 5 TOTAL

Pretes t

Post Test

Per cent
Change

39.39%

57 .55

18.16

6.06%

L2.26

6.20

4.5s%

3.77

-0.78

7 .587"

4.72

-2.86

42.42%

2L.70

-20 .7 2

100.00%

100.00

48.72

Group 2 - Peer Group Feedback

In the pretesL, categories one (clarification) and five (redirect),

accounted for 68 .42 per cent of the probes. Rather than shift tovrard a

more even distribution in the post test, each of these caËegories gained

proportíonately, to the detriment of the other three categories. Although

trainees were asked to increase the variety of probing quesËions they

used, this group seemed to move in the opposite direction. rn the post

tesË, categories one (clarification) and five (redirect) accounted for
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81.48 per cent of all probes, which \^ras an increase of 13.06 per cent.

In the post test, trainees in this group were prímarily probing

for more ínformation, meaning, or clarification, but they were switching

from pupil to pupil more frequently than Ëhe other two groups.

There rúas an increase of. 2.43 per cent in probes asking for

more critical awareness, but a decrease of 15.50 per cent in the remain-

ing two caËegories.

The total shift without regard to directíon was 30 .99 per cent.

This group therefore made less over-a11 shift between pretest and post

test than the oËher tvio groups and the shift that was made, was in a

direction opposite to that expected. Table 4.11 sunmrarízes the changes

beËween pretest and post test.

TABLE 4.TT

PERCE}qIAGE CHANGE IN DISTRIBUTION OF PROBES AMONG CATEGORIES

BETI4IEEN PRETEST AND POST TEST:

GROUP 2 . PEER GROUP FEEDBACK

CATEGORY

Pretes t

PoST TeST

Per cent
Change

36.84%

44.44

7 .60

Group 3 - Supervisor Feedback

t0.53%

12.96

2.43

In the pretest, the supervisor feedback group follorved much the

7 .90%

0.00

-7 .90

l-3.16%

5.56

-7.60

31 .587.

37 .04

s .46

TOTAL

100.01%

100 .00

30.99
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same pattern as the other Ërro groups. Categories one (clarification)

and five (redirect) accounted for 87.50 per cent of the probes used.

In Ëhe post test category one (clarification) increased by 12.40 per

cent, but category five (redirect), decreased by 33.86 per cent. This

would seem to indícate that trainees T¡/ere not redirecting questions

from pupil to pupil nearly as much as in other groups, but were seeking

primarily to elicit more informaËion, meaning, or clarifícation from a

few students. fn the post test, categories one (clarification) and

five (redirect) accounËed for 66.04 per cent of the probes, a decrease

of 21.46 per cent.

The supervisor feedback group increased the proportion of

probíng questions in categories two (critical awareness), and three

(refocus), more Ëhan the other t\,ro groups. Critical awareness questions

íncreased by 11.42 per cent and refocus questions increased by 10 .47 per

cent. The group that had supervisor feedback used refocus questions

(category three), noticeably more than the other groups. There \^ras a

decrease of .44 per cent in the proportion of prompts in the post Ëest.

There r'Tas more over-all shift in the group that had supervisor

feedback than either of the other t\^ro groups. The total shif t wíthout

regard to direction was 68.59 per cent. ThesedaËa are shown in Table

4.t2.

In summary, Ëhe group that received supervisor feedback

increased the variety of probing questions they used more than the

other t$/o groups .

The group that received peer group plus supervisor feedback



TABLE 4.T2

PERCEI\]'IAGE CHANGE IN DTSTRTBUTION OF PROBES AMONG CATEGOR]ES

BETI,¡EEN PRETEST AND POST TEST

GROUP 3 - SUPERVISOR FEEDBACK

CATEGORY

Pretes t

PoSI TeST

Per cent
Change

35 .7 L%

48.11

L2.40

shifted from category five (redirect), to category one (clarification),

but there was very litt1e increase in varíety.

The type of feedback received by group tr^ro trainees (peer

group), seemed to have a negative effect on increasing the variety of

probing questions used. Tt also seemed to límit the amount of shifË

among the five categories.

The supervísor feedback group made an over-a11 shift of 68.59

per cent, the peer feedback group, 30.99 per cenË and the group that

received both peer and supervisor feedback shifted 48.72 per cent.

I .7 g"/"

13.2t

lL.42

r.79%

t2.26

r0.47
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8.93%

8.49

0 .44

5L.79% 100.01%

17 .93 100.00

33.86 68.59

TOTAL

An attempt \..¿as made to compare the degree of positive attitude

that trainees ín Ëhe three groups had tor¡ard the particular mode of

feedback they experienced. Since trainees rì/ere exposed to one type of

II. ANALYSIS OF THE ATTITUDE SI]R.VEY



feedback only, ít was necessary for the author to devise an instru-

ment Ëhat would a1low trainees to respond in terms of theír unique

experience. The survey consisted of rü7enty-one ítems to which traínees

responded on a five poinË sca1e.

The survey r.{as divided ínto four parts; each dealing

factor that may have contributed to the traineesr attitude.

five items relating to each factor, plus one general iËem.

Data relatíng to the total scores are presented first

by data relating to factor scores.

Findings Related to Total Scores

The null hypothesis being tested was: The three experimental

groups do not differ significantly, at the .05 level, in degree of

positíve attitude toward the mode of feedback they experíenced.

The attitude surveys T¡Iere scored by the author as follows.

Response alternatives for positive items were weighted from five,

(strongly agree), .to one (strongly disagree). I,leíghts \,7ere reversed

for negative items. The traineets score was the sum of the weighted

alternaÈives which he endorsed. A high score was assumed t.o indicaËe

a positive attitude.

76

with one

There were

Scores were tabulated for each trainee in each group and are

shown ín Table 4.I3. Scores were ranked from one to tr^renty-two with-

out regard to group. The rank order is shown in Table 4.13 as well.

The Kruskal-I^Ial1is One tr^/ay Analysis of Variance by Rank test

was used to determíne whether the differences between the groups signí-

fied genuine population differences or whether they represented merely

fo1 lowed



TABLE 4.T3

ATTT]TJDE SURVEY SCORES AND THE]R RANK ORDER

Trainee 1

Trainee 2

Trainee 3

Trainee 4

Trainee 5

Trainee 6

Traínee 7

Trainee B

GROUP 1

Score Rank

76

B1

64

78

76

74

84

9l

4.5

9.0

1.0

7.0

4.s

2.5

13.5

18.5

GROUP 2

Score Rank

Total

*Mean

77

B4

B4

74

78

7B

84

13 .5

13 "5

2.5

7.0

7.0

13 .5

*Grand 
Mean = 82.68

GROUP 3

Score Rank

95

B6

82

9B

92

91

82

87

624 60.s

78.00

2L.0

16.0

10.5

22.0

20.0

18 .5

10.5

17 .o

482 57 .0

80.33

7L3 135.5

89.L2



chance variations such as are to be expected among several random

samples from Ëhe same population.

The statistic used was defined by the formula:

k
H= 12 X R,2 - 3

N(N+l) i=l J
- n.

where k is the number of samples, n. is

sample, N is the number of cases in all

sr¡rn of ranks ín the ¡th ""*ple 
(column)

H was computed by the above formula and

1- I r-----'-
N,-N

)
where T = t' when t is the number of tied observations in a tied group

of scores, and N is the number of observations in all k samples

2
Ëogether.- The ties are shown in Table 4.14.

(N+1)

78

the number of cases in the 3th

samples combined, R. is the

. To correct for tied ranks,

then divided by,

Rank )q

TABLE 4.14

TIED RANKS

4.5

25i.g"1, cp. cit., p. 188.

7.0 10 .5 13 .5 18 .5 Tora 1

108
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It was determined that the value of H was 10.16. Reference

to a Chi Square tabie indicated that the probability of a value as

large as H=10.16, df. = 2, is p. < .01. Since this probability is

smaller Ëhan the predetermined leve1 of significance, p = .05, the

decision r¡ras to reject the nul1 hypothesis. The three experimental

groups differed significanËly, at the .05 level, in their degree of

positive atËitude toward the specified modes of feedback. An examin-

ation of the data ín Table 4.13 would seem to indicate that the group

that received supervisor feedback r"ras superior to either the group

that receíved peer group feedback or the group that received peer

group plus supervisor feedback with regard to posit.ive attitude Ëoward

feedback.

Findings Related to Factor Scores

The attitude survey \^ras factored ínto the four parts described

in Chapter IIf to determine the reason for any positive attitude that

existed. The specific question being asked was: I^lhat factors of the

three modes of feedback did the trainees value? The daËa relatíng to

each factor vTere analyzed separately but iËem by iLem analysis was

avoided. Tt was felt that since no validity or reliability had been

established for the survey and because the sample r¡7as sma1l, such

detailed analysis would be meaningless. The analysis consÍsted pri-

marily of a descriptíve comparison of the over-a11 mean score for

each factor with the group mean scores for the combined items in each

factor.



The items relating to Factor A were two, six, ten, fifteen,

and nineteen. All of these items r¿ere designed to elicit a response

in terms of increased skill in asking probíng questions.

Items r,rere scored as follows: STRONGLY AGREE 5, AGR-EE 4,

UNDECTDED 3, DISAGREE 4, and STRONGLY DISAGREE 1. I^ieights .r,/ere

reversed for negative items.

A group mean \^Ias calculated from the individual scores on each

of Ëhe items. These group mean scores were compared to the total

sample mean score as shor¿n in Table 4.15. In addition, the mean scores

were sumrned and an over-411 score for the fact.or was calculated for

each group. These r^rere compared in Table 4.15 to Ëhe over-a11 sample

mean score for Factor A.

The group that received supervisor feedback T¡ras consistently

more positive on the individual items, and the peer feedback group was

least positive. For the whole factor, the supervisor feedback group

vras above the mean (3 .75) at 4.28 . The peer f eedback group vras below

the mean at 3.27, and the group that .had supervisor plus peer feedback

was very close to the mean at 3.72. Thís would seem to suggest thaË

supervisor feedback trainees felt more positively about the type of

feedback they experienced insofar as they perceived that they had

Íncreased their ski11 in asking probing questions.

Factor B

Factor A

BO

Factor B ítems dealt with the idea that trainees may have posi-

tive feelings about their type of feedback because they had acquired



TABLE 4.I5

GROUP AND SAMPLE MEAN SCORES ON TTEMS ]N

FACTOR A (PERCEIVED ]NCREASE TN SKILL)

Item

2

6

10

15

19

Group 1

N=B

Total

Mean Score
for Factor A

3 .63

4.L3

3 .75

3.50

3 .63

81

Group 2

N=6

Grand Mean Score for the Sample on Factor A

3.50

4.33

2.67

3.77

2.67

t8.64

3.72

Group 3

N=8

4.25

4.38

4.2s

4.25

4.2s

r6.38

3 .27

Total
Samp le
N=22

3.79

4.28

3.s6

3 .64

3.52

21.4L

4.28

18 .81

Jr3.75



information which they valued from varioús sources. Items three

seven, eleven, fourteen and eighËeen r¡zere íncluded in this facËor.

The group and sample mean scores are shown in Table 4.L6.

The group that received peer plus supervisor feedback was

below thä mean with a mean score for the factor of 3.82. The mean

for the peer feedback group was the same as the total sample mean

v¡hile the group that received supervísor feedback was above Ëhe mean.

Thís suggests that there vzas slightly more positive attitude

generated in the peer feedback and supervisor feedback groups than in

the peer plus supervisor feedback group by the acquisition of valued

knowledge.

This facËor included items four, eight, twelve, sixteen, and

twenty. Two of the experímental groups vrere working in sma11 groups

during the feedback sessions and the other group r^ias not. These

items were designed to determine the amount of positive atËiËude that

hras generated by the social experience of sma11 group feedback. These

group and sample mean scores are shown in Table 4.L7 .

FacËor C

B2

The peer feedback and supervisor feedback groups were above

the mean, with the peer feedback trainees expressÍng the most positive

attitude. The peer plus supervisor feedback group was below the

sample mean. The sample mean was 4.19 and group mearls were 3.87 for

the peer plus supervisor feedback group, 4.37 for the peer feedback

group, and 4.33 for the supervisor feedback group.



Item

GROUP

FACTOR

TABLE 4.16

AND SAMPLE MEAN SCORES ON ITEMS TN

B (ACQUISITTON OF VALUED KNOI^ILEDGE)

3

7

11

t4

18

Group 1

N=B

3.88

4.00

3.00

4.so

3.75

Group 2

N=6

Total

Mean Score
for Factor B

83

4.50

4.33

3.L7

4.67

3.33

Group 3

N=8

*Grand Mean Score for the Sample on Factor B

t9.L4

3.82

4.25

4.36

4.00

4.38

3.75

Total
Sample
N= 22

20.04

4.00

¿L t)

4.23

3.39

4.5L

3 .61

20 .78

4.rs

19 .98

*3.99



Item

GROUP AND SAMPLE MEAN SCORES ON ITEMS IN

FACTOR C (VALUED SOCTAL E)GERIENCE)

4

I

t2

76

20

Group 1

N=B

TABLE 4.L7

4.00

4 .00

3 .7s

3 .13

4.s0

Group 2

N=6

Total 19.38

Mean Score
for Factor C 3.87

B4

4.83

4.67

4.00

3.33

5 .00

^Grand lv1ean Score for the Sample on Factor C

Group 3

N=B

4.r3

4.r3

4.so

4.s0

4 .38

Total
Sample
N=22

21.86

4.37

4.32

4.26

4.09

3 .65

4.63

21.65

4.33

20 .95

*4.r9



It was felt that some trainees would feel positívely about

Ëheír mode of feedback because they had gained in self-confidence.

Items dealing with self-confidence T¡7ere five, nine, thirteen, seven-

teen and terenty-one. The sample mean was 3.81, as shown in Table 4.18.

The supervisor feedback group was above Ëhe sample mean with

a group mean score of 4.27 . The supervisor plus peer feedback group

and the peer feedback group \,rere below the sample mean with group

mean scores of 3.38 and 3.77 tespectívely. The supervisor feedback

group apparently felt more positively about their mode of feedback

with regard to increased self-confidence.

Factor D

Table 4.19 compares the group mean scores by fact.or with the

total sample mean scores by factor.

On the basis of the daËa presented, it would seem Ëhat the

reason for the positive attitude demonsËrated by the supervisor feed-

back group is quite general. Trainees in this group felt posit,ively

abouË all the factors, and expressed more positive attitude than the

other groups on three of the factors. This group \^7as surpassed only

on the factor dealing with social satisfaction.

B5

Item one on Ëhe survey v/as not related to any of the facËors,

but simply staËed: "ff I could go back in time and start the Micro-

teaching Course over again I would like to receive feedback in the

same way.tt

The group that received supervisor plus peer feedback responded

to this item with a mean score of 4.00, Ëhe peer feedback group wíth

i



ïtem

GROUP AND SAMPLE MEAN SCORES ON ITEMS TN

FACTOR D (TNCREASE IN SELF CONFTDENCE)

5

9

13

L7

2I

TABLE 4.18

Group 1

N= 8

3 .13

3.88

3.38

3.38

3.13

Group 2

N=6

Total

Mean Score
for Factor D 3.38

B6

5.00

3.t7

3 .67

3.50

3.50

*Gra.rd 
Mean Score for the Sample on FacËor D

L6.97

Group 3

N=B

4.63

4.38

4.L3

4.2s

4 .00

18 .85

3.77

Total
Samp 1e
N= 22

4.25

3.81

3 .73

3.7r

3.s4

2r.39

4.27

19 .08

*3 .81



TABLE 4.L9

GROUP AND SAMPLE MEAN SCORES

BY FACTOR

FacËor A
(increased skil1)

Factor B

(acquired knowledge)

Factor C

(social experience)

Factor D
(increased self
confidence)

Group 1

3.72

3,82

3.87

3.38

Group 2

3.33, and the supervisor feedback group responded with a mean score

of 4.00.
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3.27

4.00

4.37

3.77

Group 3

4.28

4.ts

4.33

4.27

Total
Samp 1e

3.75

3.99

4.19

3.81



The purpose of this study was to investigaüe the relative effecË-

iveness of three modes of giving feedback to trainees, on the aquisi-

tion of a single teaching skill in a microteaching situation. A second

purPose r,^7as to determine which of the three modes of receiving feedback

the trainees preferred and vzhaË it was about that particular mode they

valued.

More speeifically, the sËudy was designed Ëo ansvrer the follow-

ing questions:

(1) I^That effect will each of the three modes of giving feedback

have on the number of probing questioos traínees ask ín a

five minute microteaching lesson?

(2) Inlhat effect ï,/i11 each of the three modes of giving feedback

have on the varieËy of probing questions trainees use in a

five minute microteaching lesson?

CHAPTER V

SI]MMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

I. THE PROBLEM RESTATED

(3) I^lhat mode of receiving feedback in a microteaching situaËion

do trainees prefer?

(4) What aspects of the three modes of feedback do the traínees

value?

The sample used in this study consisted of f,i.renty-Èwo randomly

selected students enrolled in the Microteaching course during the

stjrnmer of r97I. All participants had at least one year of teaching



experíence in the Manitoba public school system.

Prior to the commencement of Ëhe study, trainees practised Lhe

technique of exposition. The author felt that this would help them

become accustomed to seeing Ëhemselves on television and get to know

Ëhose they would be working with.

Probing was then explained in detail and a demonstration of

probing was provided by the instructor. The demonstration was video-

taped and trainees r^rere given limited practice in identifying probes

during its replay. Printed material on probing was distribuËed to

reinforce the verbal explanation and the task was explained to them.

The task was: (a) to increase the frequency of probes and (b) to

strive for a greaËer variety of probes. They then received Ínstruc-

tions regarding the preparation of a five minute lesson which they

hrere to teach. The lessons vrere taught to a sma1l group of peérs and

were videotaped and used as the pretest.

IÏ SUMVÍARY OF PROCEDURE

89

Trainees were divided into three experimental groups and each

group received feedback on their lessons in a different T/ray. Group 1

received feedback from the other seven members of their peer group

plus a supervisor. Group 2 received feedback from the peer group with-

out a supervisor and Group 3 trainees met individually with the super-

visor for feedback.

At the conclusion of the study, post test lessons were recorded

and compared to the pretest lessons. An attitude survey was also



completed by each traínee to determine which type of feedback

valued most. The survey r.^/as designed to indicaÊe the reasons

positive attitude that existed.

To determine signíficant differences beEween groups of trainees

with respect Lo íncrease in the number of probes, and attitude, the

Kruskal-tr^ia11is One Way Analysis of Variance test r¿as used. Differences

between grouPs in the variety of probes used were described in terms of

group averages for the five categories of probing questions that were

identífied. The attitude survey i^7as divided inËo four factors that may

have contributed to positive attitude. Differences between groups on

these factors \¡rere described in terms of average group scores on the

items in each factor.

The nu11 hypothesis that Ëhe increase between pretest and post

test in the number of probing quesËions used is not significantly differ-

ent at the .05 level, among the three experimental groups, \"ras accepted.

IË vrould seem that supervísor feedback was most effective in

increasing the variety of probing questions. supervisor plus peer group

feedback was effective in producing a shift from category five (redirect)

to category one (clarification), but there Ììras very little increase in

variety. Peer group feedback was least effective in producing a shift

tor¿ard a greaLer variety of probes.
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vTas

for any

III. SUMMARY OF FTND]NGS

The nul1 hypothesis that the three experímental groups do not

differ significantly, at the .05 1eve1, in degree of positive attitude



toward the mode of feedback they experienced, was rejected. Trainees

r¿ho receíved supervision feedback only, scored highest in positive

atËitude. Peer group feedback trainees scored lowest, but the group

that had peer group plus supervisor feedback was only slightly more
i

pos itive

It was thought that trainees may feel positively about. the type

of feedback they received because of one or more of the following

factors: (1) they may have recognized an increase in their ski11 at

asking probing questions, (2) they may have valued the acquisition of

knowledge about the technique and themselves, (3) they may have enjoyed

the social experience of workíng in smal1 groups, or (4) they may have

felt their self conf idence \^/as increased.

Trainees who received supervisor

the other groups on all factors except

faction. However, even on that factor
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The increase beËween pretest and post test in the number of

probing questions used was not significantly different, at the .05 level,

among the three experimental groups. It was therefore concluded that,

in terms of the parameters of Ëhis sËudy, the three modes of feedback

Ì{ere equally effective in changing trainee behavíor as it relates to

feedback scored higher Ëhan

the one dealing with social satis-

theír score was quite high.

the teaching ski11 of asking probíng questions.

Although a significant difference at the .05 level \^ras not shown,

the difference \^/as significant at Ëhe .10 1evel. Perhaps if the sample

'1

IV. CONCLUSIONS
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had been larger, Ëhe trend would have been more clearly defined.

The author observed during the study that Ërainees receívíng

Peer group feedback were enthusiastically participating in feedback

sessions but rrere functioning at a more superficial level than the

other two groups. rn addition, whí1e acting as the supervisor in the

other groups it seemed that there v/as much less wasted time and more

'acceptance of feedback when it came from the supervisor instead of the

peer group. Perhaps if the study had been extended over a longer

period of time the peer group would have gained enough adroiËness in

the technique of asking probíng questions to be effective in helping

each other íncrease their use of probes.

It has been shown that those trainees who received supervisor

feedback made more shift toward asking a greater variety of probíng

questions than either the group who received peer group feedback or

Ëhe group that received peer group plus supervisor feedback.

Perhaps cue discriminatíon is the key to the acquisition of

skí11 in asking a variety of probing questions. rn the modelling and

cueing session at the beginning of the study, traínees were encouraged

to help each other by identífying places where probing questions could

have been asked and were not, and to make suggestions about alternate

ways of probing. This type of feedback was virtually absent in the

peer feedback group. The supervisor gradually 1ed the peer plus super-

visor group to provide this type of feedback and he provided feedback

of this nature for the supervisor feedback group from the very begin-

níng.



It was concluded that those trainees who received supervisor

feedback demonstrated a significantly higher degree of positive atti-

tude toward the mode of feedback they experienced than the other two

groups. One must conclude, therefore, that supervísor feedback ís
I

valued more highly than peer group feedback, either by itself or in

combinaËíon with supervisor feedback in a group setting.

The task was the paramount feature of the study as far as the

trainees \^7ere concerned. Perhaps because they deemed the task to be

important they valued supervisor feedback most highly because iË was

more efficient than peer group feedback in the short period of time

available to them.

An attempt was made to determine rshether the differences in

attitude among groups could be attributed to one or more contributing

factors. ft was shov¡n that traínees who receíved supervísor feedback

only, felt generally positive about theír mocle of feedback and it was

not possible to attribute the attitude to any particular factor.
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The findings of Ëhis study suggest a number of areas that míght

be productively explored:

1. A replication of this study using a much larger sample r"zould

provide more definitive conclusions concerning the effectiveness of the

various feedback modes. For example, the group that received peer group

feedback on1y, consisted of six trainees. If the group were larger or

if Ëhere \,/ere several groups working under the same conditions the

'i

V. RECOMMENDATÏONS FOR FURT}TER RNSEARCH



credibí1ity of the findings would be increased.

2. This study tested the effectiveness of supervisor feedback,

when only one supervisor was used. Further study of this variable

using a number of different supervísors, and controlling for specific

role prescriptions, could increase understanding of the ramifications

of feedback style. Useful information could also be gathered on the

relative effectiveness of using one or several supervisors.

3. Tn this study feedback was provided for trainees afËer every

lesson they taughÈ. A study employing various schedules for províding

feedback may be fruitful. For example, if it were found that it was

equally effective to provide feedback after every second lesson, much

time would be saved.

4. Research dealing r¿ith other modes of feedback ís needed,

self feedback and pupil feedback should be studied. more carefully.

5. Research is needed to determíne whether similar results

would be obtained usíng dÍfferent Ëeaching ski11s. perhaps the most

effective method of dispensing feedback varies from ski11 to ski1l.

For example, it may be that supervisor feedback is most effective for

the develoPment of probíng questions but another mode of feedback is

most effective for improving exposition.
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6. Research to determine the optimal length of the training

session is needed. Perhaps a more efficient approach would be to con-

tinue training untí1 a predetermined criterion 1eve1 is achieved rather

than a set number of teaching experiences.

7. An eff:rt must be made to determine the transferability of



a ski11 mastered in a Mícroteachíng setting to an actual classroom

setting. Some research has been done on the transfer but very little

of it has been tied to specific skills.

8. The findings of this study resemble Ëhose of Kallenback3

when he cbmpared supervísor feedback with self feedback. Langer4 sr'rb-

sequently developed techniques Ëo make self feedback much more effective

than Kallenback found ít to be. A study applying Langerrs minicourse

techniques to peer group feedback as it was used in this study may be

very helpful in finding an efficient and effective method for trainees

to improve their teaching ski11s.

ature:

The following recommendations stem from the review of the liter-

9. Research is needed on the method of selecting skil

practised in microteaching courses. Some systematic methods

fying ski11s needs to be developed.

10. An effort should be made to

appropriaLeness of the teaching ski11s

microteaching.
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1L. At the present time we have no knowledge

learning sequence for the various skills. There may

transfer from one ski1l to learning another. Most of

microËeachíng to date have concentrated on one ski1l

3Kallenback, rtMicroteaching as a Training Methodologyrtrgp. cit

establish the validity or

currently being pracËísed in

4r^n*"t 
, rrivlj-nicours e:

1s

for

to be

identí-

of the optimal

be a positive

the efforts in

at a time. tr^ie do

Theory and Strate1yr't cp. cit.



not knovr if rnultiple ski11 traíning is efficient or feasible.

12. Although many skills have been identif ied, r.re are unable

to offer guidelínes to supervisors or Ërainees regarding the approxi-

mate rate of learning of the'various skills.

'96
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APPENDIX

ATTTTUDE SURVEY



The following items are not designed to test your knowledge.
Instead, they are meant to explore some of your feelings and poínts of
view toward the method of feedback you experìenced. There are no right
or wrong ansh,ers. Further, your responses will be confidentja'l and they
will in no way be used for grading purposes in thÍs course. Respond in
tenns of how you feel, not how you think others feel or how you think
you shou'ld feel .

Read each item carefuliy and then circle the symbol that best
expresses your point of vîew.

Work rapidly. Please respond to every item.

SA - Strongìy Agree

A - Agree

U - Uncertain
D - Disagree

SD - Strongly Disagree

SA A U D SD l. If i could go back in time and start the Microteaching
course over again I would like to receive feedback in
the same way.

SA A U D SD 2. I feel satisfied that I can no!{ ask more penetrating
questîons in a probing session.

SA A U D SD 3. I va'lue the new ideas I picked up by watching others
teach.

SA A U D SD 4. I approve of the number of people that were involved
in my feedback sessions.

SA A U D SD 5. My se'lf confidence as a teacher has been lowered as a

result of the feedback sessions.

SA A U D SD 6. The feedback sessions motivated me to improve my skiìl
in questioning.

ATTITUDES TOI,JARD MICROTEACHING
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SA A U D SD 7. I va'lue the knowledge I gained on the techniques

of probing.

SA A U D SD B. I appreciated the supportive spirit evident in the

feedback sessions.

SA A U D SD 9. I feel more at ease when probing that I did before

the first feedback session.
I

SA A U D SD 10. I don't think I wî'll increase my use of probing questions

when I teach, as a result of the feedback sessions.

SA A U D SD ll. The written material provided was a valuable source of
i nf ormati on .

SA A U D SD 12. I felt threatened by the feedback sessions.

SA A U D SD 13. I am more certain about my teaching ability as a result
of this course.

SA A U D SD 14. I value the information I received about myseìf in the

feedback sessîons

SA A U D SD 
.l5. I can see evidence of împroved skill at probing in myself.

SA A U D SD 16. The comments made during the feedback sessions were

redundant and therefore the sessions were boring.

SA A U D SD 
.l7. 

As a result of the feedback sessions I will have more

self confidence when I use probing technique in the

cl assroom.

SA A U D SD 18. The provision of a mode'l, however imperfect, on probing

technique at the outset was he'lpfu'l to me.

SA A U D SD 19. The feedback sessions have not helped me to ask a greater

variety of probing questîons.



sA A U D sD 20- l^lorking with others was an important part of this course.

SA A U D SD 21. I am a better teacher as a result of the sessions on
probi ng .
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